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1. Introduction 
Process algebras [ 1, 19,20,22,28] are widely used as models for the specification of 
concurrent systems, and so are Petri nets and their extensions [6,21,23,32]. In process 
algebra, emphasis tends to be on the study of algebraic properties of operators related 
to common constructs used in programming languages, such as selection and recursion. 
In Petri net theory, emphasis tends to be on the partial order semantics of a concurrent 
system, and on structural characterisation of its behavioural properties. In order to 
combine the two models and their particular advantages, it has often been proposed 
that a Petri net semantics be given to a process algebra [5, 17,22,26,29,33]. This 
paper has also originated from such an approach and as such belongs to the area of 
comparative study of the relationship between process algebras and Petri nets. It differs 
from the prior work on this subject in that it introduces very general mechanisms using 
which a wide range of operators on expressions and nets can be treated in a uniform and 
consistent way. The treatment covers the standard operators found in process algebras, 
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including fully genera1 recursion, as well as other, less common constructs. It can 
be argued that it is generic for a wide class of models combining process algebras 
and Petri nets. It is worth noting that there is a methodological novelty in the line 
of investigation followed in this paper. Typically, a research in this area starts with 
a given process algebra which has a fixed syntax and semantics of process terms. This 
is followed by an attempt to define, for each process algebra operator a corresponding 
operator on nets, and concluded with a proof of a behavioural equivalence of the 
two. In our approach, the order of the first two steps is reversed. That is, we first 
introduce a class of operators on Petri nets which guarantee a compositional behaviour 
of the resulting nets, and only after that we define a corresponding algebra of process 
expressions. Such a shift of emphasis is not purely a matter of taste. Basically, it 
allows one to make the whole approach generic since we can focus right from the 
start on those operators which can be given clear representation in the domain of Petri 
nets. After that, deriving a corresponding term algebra and transition rules poses little 
problem. The other direction could prove to be much more difficult to follow since we 
feel that deriving a process algebra operator from a well formed (generic) net operator 
is relatively easy, whereas deriving a net operator from a well formed (generic) term 
operator may be very complex. 
1.1. Extending the box algebra 
The work presented in this paper consolidates and extends the box algebra (or PBC, 
for Petri box calculus) which is a model of concurrent system combining process 
algebra and Petri nets. 
The box algebra [4,5,25] is a variant of CCS [28], and has originally been introduced 
with the aim of supporting the compositional translation from high level concurrent 
programming languages into Petri nets. It was to serve two purposes, that of being 
a target of a translation from a concurrent language and that of being a source of 
a translation into Petri nets; both translations were required to be compositional. To 
achieve its first purpose, the PBC provides some modifications with respect to CCS, 
such as extending its synchronisation operation with a multisynchronisation capability ’ 
and separating concurrent composition from synchronisation. To achieve its second 
purpose, it has been provided with a compositional Petri net semantics in [4,5]. The 
PBC has also been given a net-independent operational semantics [25,24] in the SOS 
(structured operational semantics) style of [30]. One of the results of this paper is the 
demonstration of a full consistency of these two semantics. 
The main purpose of the present paper is to show how one can, in a generic way, 
define an algebra of nets which then gives rise to a process algebra with the semantics 
given through the SOS rules, so that the latter is equivalent to the standard semantics 
of compositionally defined nets. The technical device underpinning our mode1 is net 
wfinement which is a net operation generalising transition refinement, renaming and 
’ Not unlike that described in synchronous CCS [28], but retaining asynchronous concurrency 
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synchronisation. The main advantage of net refinement lies in its ability to express 
a wide range of different net operations and, as a result, the main technical part of 
the paper is phrased in terms of a single generic net operator. Simultaneous refinement 
emerged from an observation that the separation between concurrent composition and 
synchronisation in the box algebra can be generalised so that it leads to a division of 
the set of operations into two classes. The first class of operators, which includes choice 
and concurrent composition, affects control flow and thus the places of an associated 
net; the other class, with typical members being restriction and synchronisation, affects 
the observable activities and thus the transitions of an associated net. It also turns 
out that any member of the former class of operations can be captured formally by 
transition refinement in a Petri net, and any member of the latter by a sufficiently 
powerful notion of general relabelling (itself combining transition synchronisation with 
renaming and/or restriction). Essentially, transition refinement comprises one half of 
the original PBC operators - and more - as special cases, while general relabelling 
comprises the other half - and more - as special cases. 
Armed with net refinement, we define in this paper a class of Petri nets - called 
operator boxes - which may serve as generalised (n-at-y) operators in a net-based 
process algebra, and another class of nets - called plain boxes - which may serve as 
basic semantic objects (associated, for instance, with parallel programs). In particular, 
operator nets can capture all familiar constructs found in process algebras. This allows 
us to form very general expressions; essentially, every n-ary expression corresponds 
to an operator box with n transitions, and the net associated with such an expression 
arises from simultaneously refining these II transitions by the n constituent nets of the 
expression. In this way, operator boxes can be seen as functions taking n plain boxes 
as input and yielding a plain box as output. 
Having defined very general net operators, we show how one can define and solve 
arbitrary recursive definitions within the Petri net framework. The solution is based 
on a standard denotational approach of taking fixpoints of monotonic functions over 
the domain of plain boxes. We also show that the solution is consistent with the SOS 
semantics of recursive process algebra terms. 
As an application of the generic approach, we show how it can be applied to the 
original box algebra, as well as to a fragment of CCS. We also indicate how the 
concurrent composition operators of TCSP and COSY can be dealt with. 
Many of the results of this paper, as well as extensive motivation, are described 
informally in two tutorial-style papers [7,8]. This work also builds on previous work 
by Raymond Devillers and Javier Esparza [4, 11, 12, 151. There is a similarity (but not 
a complete agreement) between our way of representing markings algebraically and 
the proved transitions of [9]. 
1.2. Outline of the paper 
In the first part of this paper - Sections 2 and 3 ~ we develop criteria for expressions 
formed from Petri nets using net refinement to have an equivalent (i.e., sound and 
complete) operational SOS semantics. These criteria lead to certain restrictions on the 
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structure and behaviour of the corresponding nets (this being the reason for calling 
them boxes), rather than with any concrete syntax. We will motivate these restrictions 
carefully, and as a result, we will be able to derive generic soundness and completeness 
theorems purely on the level of boxes. 
In the second part of the paper, Section 4, we show that the set of boxes forms 
a reflexive domain in the sense that functions thereon, or on a Cartesian product thereof 
(as given by operator boxes), have fixpoints. This fact is due to the judicious definition 
of transition refinement we give in Section 2, and it leads to a treatment of recursive 
expressions in denotational style [3 I]. The main result of Section 4 states that every 
recursive equation has at least one solution. Uniqueness of solutions is not always 
guaranteed, but we will show that uniqueness can be proved for guarded equations. 
That this theory is orthogonal to the sound and complete SOS semantics derived 
in Section 3, and hence that they can be used in combination, will be shown in the 
third part of the paper - Sections 5 and 6. In Section 5 we will turn the net-based 
approach of Section 3 into a concrete (albeit still very general and parametric) syntax 
which allows any operator box, as defined in Section 3, to be viewed as a (process) 
algebraic operator. For expressions formed from such generalised operators, we define 
both a mapping to boxes (called their denotational semantics) and - taking advantage 
of the ground prepared in Section 3 - a generic inference rule (called their operational 
semantics). As the main results of this section, we transfer the soundness and com- 
pleteness results to this concrete syntax and SOS rule. We also define several variants 
yielding different semantics (steps in terms of transitions, steps in terms of labels, par- 
tial orders). Finally, in Section 6, we restrict our attention to the original PBC defined 
in [5] and its structured operational (SOS) semantics defined in [25,24], for which we 
essentially show that they are instances of the more general theory developed in the 
preceding sections, and that soundness and completeness of the latter with respect to 
the former follow directly from the general soundness and completeness results stated 
in Section 5. 
Almost all proofs have been moved to appendices. 
2. Nets, labels and refinement 
Throughout the paper we use the standard mathematical notation. In particular, mul- 
tisets will be signified by the angle brackets, e.g., (x,x,u) is the multiset comprising 
two copies of x and one copy of y. The multiset sum, subtraction and multiplication by 
a natural number will respectively be denoted by ‘+‘, ‘--’ and ‘.‘. mult(X) will denote 
the set of finite multisets over a set X. A function f :X + Y can also be represented 
as the set {(x,f(x))IxEX}. For a finite subset X’={xt,...,xk} of X, we will use 
f (X’) to denote the multiset (f (xl ), . . . , f (xk )). Finally, u will denote the disjoint set 
union. We shall assume the reader has at least an elementary familiarity with the Petri 
net theory, like that expounded in [32]. However, in order to make the presentation 
self-contained, all the relevant concepts and definitions will be introduced. We begin 
by defining labelled nets, in Section 2.1, and net refinement, in Section 2.2. 
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2.1. Labelled nets 
2.1. I. Relabellings 
We assume an infinite set Lab of labels to be given. The intuition behind an element 
a E Lab is that it denotes some interface activity. The term ‘label’ has been chosen 
because the elements of Lab will serve as transition labels. Later, in Section 6.1, when 
we deal with concrete instances of the general model, some additional structure will 
be imposed on Lab. A relabelling over Lab is any relation 
p C mult(Lab) x Lab. 
The set of all relabellings over Lab is denoted by Relab. The intuition behind a pair 
(a, a) E p is that it specifies some interface change in a concurrent system. In the 
literature, there are three types of commonly employed interface changes, all of which 
can be captured by suitably chosen p: 
Synchronisation. Whereby one wants to ensure that a set of n transitions labelled 
al,. . . ,a,, can be synchronised to yield another transition labelled a. This can be 
modelled by a pair ((al,..., a,),a)Ep. We may well have ((al,...,a,),a)Ep and 
((a,, . . ,an),b) E p for a # b, i.e., p does not have to be a function. Note that since 
we do not exclude the possibility that some of the ai’s are the same, multisets rather 
than sets of labels are used in the definition of p. 
Basic reZabelEing. Where one wishes to replace the label of each transition labelled 
a with another label, b. We can achieve this by including the pair ((a), 6) in p and 
stipulating that no other pair of the form ((a),~) belongs to p. 
Restriction. If one wants to remove all transitions with a given label a then it suffices 
to ensure that no pair of the form ((a),x) is in p. 
Two specific relabellings are of particular importance. The identity relabelling, 
captures the ‘nothing changes’ interface non-change. The constant relabelling, 
pn = {(@),a) I b E Lab), 
where a is a label in Lab, can be identified with a itself. Thus, we consider the set of 
labels Lab to be embedded in the set of relabellings Relab. 
2.1.2. Nets and markings 
The class of Petri nets we chose to work with are what we call labelled nets. Not 
surprisingly, such a general term has several different meanings in the Peti net theory. 
In this paper, by a labelled net we will mean a tuple 
C=(S,T, W,A,M) 
such that S and T are disjoint sets of, respectively, places and transitions; W is 
a weight function from the set (S x T) u (T x S) to the set of natural numbers N; R 
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Fig. 1. A labelled net Z. 
is a lubelling function for places and transitions such that A(s) t {e, i, x}, for every 
place s ES, and A(t) E Relab is a relabelling, for every transition t E T; and M is 
a marking which is a mapping assigning a natural number to each place s ES. We 
adopt the standard rules about representing nets as directed graphs, viz., places are 
represented as circles, transitions as rectangles, the weight function is indicated by 
arcs, and markings are shown by placing tokens inside circles. To avoid ambiguity, we 
will sometime decorate the various components of Z with the index Z. Fig. 1 shows 
the graph of a labelled net C such that 
‘s = {P,q,r,S), 
T = {trU,W}, 
i = {(P,e),(q,i),(r,x),(s,e),(t,a),(u,b),(w,a)}, 
A4 = {(P? 1 ), (4, O), (y, O), (s, 1 )), 
and the weight function W satisfies W(S x T U T x S) = (0, 1) and 
w-Y(l))= {(p,t),(t,q),(q,u),(u,r),(s,w),(w,s)}. 
2.1.3. Related notions and notations 
If the labelling of a place s in a labelled net C is e then s is an entry place, if 
i then s is an internal place, and if x then s is an exit place. By convention, “C 
and C” denote, respectively, the entry and exit places of Z. For every place (tran- 
sition) x, we use ‘X to denote its pre-set, i.e., the set of all transitions (places) y 
such that there is an arc from y to x, that is, W(y,x)>O. The post-set X* is defined 
in a similar way. The pre- and post-set notation extends in the usual way to sets R 
of places and transitions, e.g., ‘R = U (‘I 1 r E R}. In what follows, all nets are as- 
sumed to be T-restricted, i.e., the pre-set and post-set of each transition are nonempty. 
Notice, however, that no assumption of that kind is made for places, i.e., a place s 
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can be isolated which means that l s = 8 =s’. For the labelled net of Fig. 1 we have 
‘C={p,s}, C” ={r}, ‘p=Q), p’=(t) and {p,q}‘={t,u}=*{q,r}. The labellednet 
C is jinite if both S and T are, simple if W always returns 0 or 1, and pure if for all 
transitions t E T, ‘t n t’ = 8. The net in Fig. 1 is finite and simple, but is not pure. 
A set U C T is called a set of independent transitions if for all distinct t, u E U, 
(‘tUt*)fl(‘uUu*)=@ and for all tE:Cr and YES, W(t,s)<l and W(s,t)<l. Indr 
will denote the set of all finite sets of independent transitions. For the net of Fig. 1, 
we have lndz = (0, {t}, (~1, {w}, {t,W}, {u, w}>. 
The marking M of C is safe (or more precisely l-safe) if M(S) C (0, 1 }. A safe 
marking can and will be identified with the set of places to which it assigns 1. We 
will call “Z the initial marking of C, and Z” the terminal marking. A safe marking 
is clean if it is not a proper superset of ‘55 nor C” . The marking of the net in Fig. 1 
is both safe and clean. It would cease to be clean if we added a token to it. 
We will use three explicit ways of changing the marking of C, viz., we define LCJ, 
z and C as, respectively, (S, T, W,A,0), (S, T, W,Iv,‘?Z) and (S, T, W,A,P ). Note that 
1.1, n and (.) are syntactic operations having nothing to do with derivability in the 
sense of the &p sequence semantics defined next. The 1.1 operator will also be applied 
elementwise to tuples of nets. 
2. I. 4. Step sequences 
We adopt the standard finite step sequence semantics for a labelled net C. A finite 
set of transitions (a step) U is enabled by C if for every place s E S, 
M(s) > c W(s, t >. 
fEU 
We denote this by C [U) or M [U) ( meaning: step I/ is enabled). An enabled step U 
can be executed leading to a follower marking M’ defined, for every place s E S, by 
M’(s)=M(s)+ c (W(t,s>- W(s,t)). 
IEU 
Depending on the context, we will denote this by M [U) M’ (meaning: marking M can 
be transformed through step U into marking M’) or C [U) 0 (meaning: net C can be 
transformed through step U into net O), where 0 is the labelled net (S, T, W, &Ml). 
Transition labelling may be extended to steps, by taking the multiset of labels A(U) 
instead of U. Notice that the label of a step (itself a set of transitions) needs to be 
a multiset rather than a set since different transitions may have the same label. It 
is possible to define steps even more generally, as multisets of concurrently enabled 
transitions (see [3]), but in the l-safe context we shall follow in this paper, this adds 
nothing to the theory. Although we use the same term ‘step’ to refer to both a finite 
set of transitions and a finite multiset of labels, it will always be clear from the context 
which one is meant. 
A jinite step sequence of c is any finite (possibly empty) sequence g = U, . . . uk of 
finite sets of transitions for which there are labelled nets CO,. . . , Ck such that C = Co 
and for every 
by one of the 
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1 <i <k, C,_I [Ui) Cl. Depending on the context, this shall be denoted 
following notations: 
Mz Lo) MY, 3 & E [C) and A4Ck E [ML) . 
The marking Mz, will be called reachable from Mz, and Ck derivable from C. 
A step is another word for concurrent occurrence of transitions. Consider once again 
the labelled net shown in Fig. 1. Note that transitions t and w are enabled concurrently 
and, hence, {t, w} is an enabled step of the net. After this step has been executed, 
transitions u and w are enabled concurrently and, hence, {t, w}{u, w} is a step sequence 
of the net. A step does not need to be maximal. Thus, for instance, {t} is also a step 
of the net, and so are {t}{u}{w}{w} and {t, w} { u}{w}88. In terms of labelled steps, 
the step sequence {t, w}{ u}{ w} corresponds to (a, a) (b) (a). Notice that two different 
step sequences may correspond to the same labelled step sequence. For example, both 
{t}{w}0{u} and {w}{t}0{u} correspond to (a)(a)B(b). 
2.2. Net rejinement 
In this section we describe a general mechanism by which transition refinement and 
interface change defined by a relabelling are combined together. Both operations are 
defined for a finite simple labelled net without isolated places, and with the empty 
marking, 
which serves as a pattern for gluing together a tuple of nets denoted by Z (one for 
every transition in Sz) along their entry and exit interfaces. The relabellings annotating 
the transitions of 52 specify the interface changes to which the nets in Z are subjected. 
We assume that T = { ~1,. . , v,} (n > 1) is an explicitly named and implicitly ordered 
set of n transitions which is used to index the tuple of nets, i.e., 
c = (L, 1 . . . , &, ) 
(or, for short, Z=(C,, . . . , C,)). We call Z an Q-tuple (of nets2 ), and for every set 
QL T we write 
.ZQ = {C, 1 v E Q}. 
Sometimes, Z will be treated as the set ZT. Finally, we assume that, for all u E T, “C,. # 
0f.Z; and 
C, = (So, T,, W,, LM)). 
2 We will later use Ckuples of other types, e.g., 8-tuples of variables. 
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Fig. 2. Two refining nets ZI and Zz. 
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2.2.1. Intuition behind net rejinement 
In the approach we follow, net refinement is carried out by taking Q and Z and 
creating a new labelled net op,(Z) by first applying to every C, of Z an interface 
change specified by the relabelling L(u) of the corresponding transition v, and then 
using the result to refine each transition o of Sz. Although the construction of opo(Z) 
will be expressed through a single definition, in Section 2.2.5, we found it easier to 
introduce it by describing separately the interface change operation (phase 1 below) 
and transition refinement (phase 2). 
Phase 1 - Interface change: Here, relabellings pti = n(v) are applied to the nets C,. 
As a result, we obtain a tuple of n intermediate nets, 0 = (01,. . . , O,), which are 
subsequently fed into the second phase, transition refinement. Applying relabelling pu 
to net C, affects only its transitions (and so indirectly the weight function). Basically, 
all the places together with their markings and labels are retained, but the transition 
set is redefined completely, in the following way. 
Suppose t, u and w are transitions in C, such that the multiset (A,(t),A,(u),A,(w)) 
belongs to the domain of the relabelling pv, e.g., 
(@“(t>,&(u), A!(w)), a> 6 PO. 
This is interpreted as signifying that transitions t, u and w can be synchronised to yield 
a complex transition labelled a. The connectivity of the new transition is inherited from 
the connectivities of transitions t, u and w, that is, it simply acquires all (i.e., the sum 
of) the arc weights leading to and from the three transitions. The original transitions 
are not carried forward to 0,. 
Taking as an example a specific pair of nets shown in Fig. 2 where t, y, u and w 
are transition names and a, b, c and d are transition labels, and two relabellings, 
PI = (pici\{C@),b>l>u {((bhf)) (used for Cl), 
~2 = (pid\{((d),d))) U {((a,dLg)) (used for &), 
we obtain the two nets shown in Fig. 3 (where place and transition names are omitted). 
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Fig. 3. Interface change using p1 (yielding 01 from ,X1 ) and p2 (yielding @2 from C2). 
In 01, the transition labelled f (exemplifying basic transition relabelling) has been 
created by transition t and the pair ((b), f) E ~1, and the transition labelled c has been 
created by transition y and the pair ((c),c) E pi. In 02, the transition labelled a has 
been created by transition u and the pair ((a), a) E ~2. The transition labelled g in 02 
(exemplifying transition synchronisation) has been created by the two transitions u and 
w of 22 and the pair ((u,d),g) E ~2. No transition was created using only transition w 
since no pair of the form ((d), ) x could be found in ~2, and thus p2 specifies restriction 
on label d. Note that the very general definition of relabelling allows one to capture 
in a single definition several diverse interface changing operations. 
Phase 2 - transition rejinement: We now use the n-tuple 0 from phase 1 and 
Li to construct the final net, opo(Z). This time, the exit and entry places of nets in 0, 
rather than transitions, are joined together using the connectivity of the corresponding 
transitions in Q. The rule for forming new places is described thus. 
Suppose that s is a place in ~2 with one transition in its pre-set, q, and two transitions 
in its post-set, u2 and 2)s. Then, for all possible combinations of three places, si , s2 and 
ss, such that si is an exit place of 01, and s2 and s3 are entry places of, respectively, 
02 and 03, we construct a new place. The connectivity and marking of the new place 
are inherited from the places si, s2 and sg, while its label is the same as that of s. 
The places s, si, s2 and s3 are not carried forward to the final net. However, all the 
transitions and the internal places of nets 0, together with the arcs between them, are 
carried forward to the final net. Continuing our example, and taking 
52 
9 e 
6 01 PI 02 P2 oux 
we obtain, by applying phase 2 construction to 0 = (01, 02) the net displayed in 
Fig. 4. For example, the only marked entry place in opo(Z) results from combining 
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Fig. 4. Refinement of the transitions of s2 by the nets of Fig. 3. 
the only marked entry place of 02 with the only entry place of 01 on account of 
place 9 of 0. 
The formal definition of opo(Z) given in Section 2.2.5 below is not split into two 
distinct phases. Rather, these are combined together (with very little effort, since the 
interface change and transition refinement are orthogonal operations) into a single op- 
eration called net re$nement. 
2.2.2. A tree view of rejinement 
As far as net refinement as such is concerned, the names (identities) of newly 
constructed transitions and places are irrelevant, provided that we always choose them 
fresh. However, in our approach to solving recursive definitions on boxes, in Section 4, 
it is the names of places and transitions which play a crucial role since we use them 
to define the inclusion order on the domain of labelled nets. A key to our construction 
of recursive nets is the use of labelled trees as place and transition names. 3 This 
essentially allows the systematic recording of the heritage of places and transitions in 
the net resulting from net refinement. 
First of all, we shall assume that there are two disjoint infinite pools of primitive 
place and transition names, Proot and Troot. Each z E Proot U Troot can be viewed as a 
special tree with a single root labelled with z which is also a leaf. Moreover, we shall 
use more complex trees as transition and place names, and use a linear notation to 
express those trees. To this end, the expression x a 2, where x E Proot U T,,,t U (Troot x 
Lab) and L? is a nonempty set of trees, is a new tree where the trees of the set 3 are 
appended to the root node labelled by x. If $ = {q} is a singleton set then x a 2 will 
simply be denoted by x aq. For example, the tree in the right bottom corner of Fig. 5 
can be written down as Oa{u, a4,a2a8}. 
3 We define such trees up to isomorphism 
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Fig. 5. Place names and transition names of the net of Fig. 4 
We shall further assume that in nets like Q, all places and transitions are primitive 
names (i.e., single root trees) from respectively P root and Troot. In other nets, such 
as those in Z, the trees used as names can be more complex. Each transition tree is 
a $zite tree labelled by the elements of T root and Troot x Lab, and each place tree is 
a possibly infinite tree labelled by the primitive names from Proot and T,,,t, which has 
the form 
tl a . . . a tn a 7, 
where tl,...,t,,ET root, n > 0, and r is a tree with the root node being labelled by a 
primitive place name in P,,,r. Thus, no confusion will be possible between transition- 
trees and place-trees; the latter always have a label from P,,,t and the former never 
(it is assumed that Proot and Troot x Lab are disjoint sets). We comprise all these trees 
(including Proor and Troot) in our sets of allowed place and transition names, denoted, 
respectively, by Ptree and Tt,,. The definition of net refinement will be done in such 
a way that, provided all names in 52 belong to P root and Troot, and all names in C 
belong to Pt,,, and Tt,,,, then all names in opo(Z) belong to Pt,,, and Ttree. too. 
2.2.3. Example of net rejinement continued 
The construction of the new transitions and places can now be redone in terms of 
name trees and operations on trees. One other explanation needs to be added at this 
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point. There is no guarantee that the places of the different nets in Z are disjoint. 
Indeed, we shall impose no restrictions on the names of the places and transitions 
of nets in Z. It may even happen that exactly the same net, with the same names 
and the same labels, appears several times in Z. This might lead to some undesirable 
identifications if we were to carry them through to phase 2 unchanged. So, although 
in phase 1 there is no real manipulation on the places of nets Z, when constructing 
the intermediate tuple 0, we will simply change the name of each place q of C, to 
o a q, effectively tagging it with the corresponding transition to be refined. As a result, 
the place sets of different OU’s will be disjoint. 
We now can present an exact representation of the net opo(Z) which served as our 
running example, by explicitly showing all transition and place names; see Fig. 5. For 
instance, the tree name of the only marked e-place means that this place is the result 
of combining places 1 (through the refinement of transition ~1) and 5 (through the 
refinement of transition 212) on account of place 9 of s2. The name of the only i-place 
means that this place has been carried from the refining net into the refined net via 
transition ~1. The name of the transition labelled f means that this transition has been 
created from t by refining vi and has the label f. The name of the g-labelled transition 
means that it has been created from two transitions, u and w, by refining v2 and has 
the label g. 
The label of a new transition is contained in the tree (more precisely, it is a part 
of the label of it root) since our definition of relabelling allows the situation that 
the same set of transitions can synchronise in more than one way, yielding possibly 
different results. For example, if we redefined p2 as 
then in Figs. 4 and 5 another transition would be present, labelled h and having the 
same pre- and post-places as that labelled g. To distinguish between these two transi- 
tions, we include their labels in the name trees. 
2.2.4. Why this notion of rejkement? 
To begin with, one might ask the question why only sets of transitions are allowed 
to synchronise, and not multisets. The answer is that such an extension would not 
increase the descriptive power of the model, since later in this paper we only deal 
with nets which are safe and for whom refinement always yields safe nets. As a result, 
no transition obtained through the multiset synchronisation would ever be enabled. 
However, such a synchronisation would need to be carefully considered if we were 
to extend the model by allowing non-safe nets. There is also a related subtle point 
concerning the arc weights. One might observe that, by safeness, no transition which 
is joined with a place by an arc weight greater than one can ever be enabled. Hence, 
one could be tempted to postulate that all nets should be simple (i.e., only weights 
of 0 and 1 be allowed). This could be achieved by redefining the synchronisation in 
phase 1 above in such a way that only independent sets of transitions be allowed to 
combine to yield new transitions. The resulting model would be simpler and all the 
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results in Sections 3 and 3.3 would go through without any change. However, with 
such a definition of synchronisation, in Section 4, net refinement would fail to be a 
monotonic mapping, rendering our treatment of recursion there no longer valid. 
The notion of net refinement described here is very similar to those usually found in 
the literature (e.g., [18]). The tree view of refinement, which at this point may seem 
ad-hoc or overly complicated to the reader, leads to a number of interesting and useful 
results. 
_ As was mentioned already, it is amenable to defining recursive nets using an inclu- 
sion order. We will describe this in detail later on. 
- Consider a more general setting when only some of the transitions in Q are refined. 
This raises the question whether or not the result of successive refinements depends 
on the order in which they are done; using the tree names it is almost immediate 
to see that it does not [4, 12, 141. Indeed, this had been the original motivation for 
introducing the tree view of refinement. 
- Consider the case that Q is non-simple. As it is more fully explained in [12, 141, the 
tree naming device allows one to define transition refinement in this case as well. 
However, in the following, we will continue to restrict ourselves to simple 0’s and 
to the simultaneous refinement of all transitions of 52. 
2.2.5. Formal definition of net refinement 
RecalI that 52 = (S, T, W, R, 0) and 2, = (S,, T,, W,, &,M,), for all u E T. Under the 
assumptions made earlier about R and Z, the result of a simultaneous substitution of 
nets Z for the transitions in !J is a labelled net: 
op,(Q = (So, To, w,, no,Mo) 
whose components are defined as follows. 
Places, their labels and markings: The set of places SO is defined as the union 
So = U ST,&, u U W,,,, 
VET SES 
where the sets ST&, and SP&., are defined thus: 
(a) For every v E T, ST:,, comprises all places p = u a q such that q is an internal 
place in C,. The label of p is i (for ‘internal’) and its marking is M,(q). 
(b) Let s E S be a place such that ur, . . . , uk are the transitions forming its pre-set, and 
II~+~, . . . , t&+m are the transitions forming its post-set. Then SPS,,,,,, comprises all 
places 
p=sa{vl aql, . . ..Ukaqk.vk+l ~qk+l~~~~~~k+m~qk+rn) 
such that qi is an exit place in C,, for 1 <i 6 k, and qi is an entry place in C,, for 
k <i<k+m. The label of p is J(s) and its marking is M,,(ql) +. . .+ hfuk+,(qk+m). 
Transitions and their labels: The set of transitions TO is defined as the union 
To = U T&w,,, 
UET 
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where each set T,&, comprises all transitions u = (v, a) a Q such that Q C T, is a 
nonempty set and (&(Q),a) E n(v). The label of u is a, and we denote trees(u) = Q 
(i.e., the function trees(.) ‘remembers’ the transitions from which a new transition has 
been constructed). 
Weight function: Let u = (u, a) a Q be a transition in T&, (i.e., Q = trees(u)). The 
weight function Ws may return a non-zero value for such a u in only two cases: 
(c) P E %w is as in (a) above (note: it is the same v in T,&, and ST:,,). Then 
we define 
w,(P,U) = c W,(q,t), 
teQ 
wo(4 P> = c W,(t,q), 
tEQ 
(4 P E SYL, is as in (b) above and VE l S Us*. Then we define 
wO(% PI = C f%(t,qj). 
“I,=?, tEQ 
It should be noted that the above definition could be lifted to isomotphism classes of 
labelled nets. (The same applies to other definitions introduced so far.) However, we 
will not be going along this route. One reason has already been mentioned (we use 
concrete names of transitions and places to solve recursive definitions). The other is that 
the operational semantics for compositionally defined nets in Section 3.3 will directly 
access the names of the transitions involved, as it is based on the one-step relation 
[U). It is not clear whether this technique can be lifted to the level of isomorphism 
classes of nets. 
3. Boxes and compositionality 
In Section 3.1 we delineate two classes of Petri nets, which are collectively referred 
to as boxes. They serve different purposes, and hence they have different properties. 
In Section 3.2 we review and discuss these properties with hindsight. Finally, in Section 
3.3, we define SOS-style semantics for composable boxes. Essentially, we formalise 
the rule that ‘a composed net can make a step if and only if its parts can make this 
step’, and we show that under some assumptions (in particular, that all boxes enjoy 
the properties postulated for them), this rule is a provable theorem, with ‘soundness’ 
and ‘completeness’ being the two directions of this equivalence. 
3.1. Boxes 
All interfaces (i.e., composition points) of boxes are expressed by labellings of places 
and transitions. In Section 3.1.1, we define plain boxes which serve as basic semantic 
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objects of interest. In Section 3.1.4, we define operator boxes, but in order to motivate 
their somewhat involved definition, we discuss the properties to be enjoyed by operator 
boxes in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. Operator boxes serve as functions capable of creating 
new plain boxes from tuples of plain boxes. Section 3.2 contains a further discussion 
of the properties imposed on boxes and shows what can happen if they fail to be 
satisfied. 
3.1.1. Pluin boxes 
A box is a labelled net Z such that there is at least one entry and at least one exit 
place (C is ex-restricted) and, moreover, its entry places are free from incoming arcs 
and its exit places are free from outgoing arcs (C is ex-directed). A box is ex if its 
set of i-places and its set of transitions (and hence also its set of arcs) are empty. 
We require C to be ex-restricted to ensure that it can be composed with other boxes 
in such a way that the composed object still does possess intended properties. We will 
see later that, and how, the theory depends on this assumption; cf. Sections 3.2 and 
4.5.5. The reason for requiring ex-directedness is more subtle and is motivated by our 
desire to obtain certain natural (and desirable) behavioural properties of compositionally 
defined boxes. We return to this issue in Section 3.2. 
There are two main classes of boxes which we will be interested in, namely phin 
boxes and operator boxes. The former are the objects to be associated with algebraic 
expressions. By definition, C is pluin if for each transition t, A(t) is a constant re- 
labelling (recall that by our convention, thus, every transition label is an element of 
Lab). Operator boxes, by contrast, are patterns (functions) for defining operations on 
plain boxes. They will be introduced in Section 3.1.4. 
We turn to behavioural requirements for plain boxes. A plain box C is a static 
box if C= [CJ (i.e., its marking MI is empty) and all markings reachable from “C 
are safe and clean. A plain box C is a dynumic box if MI # 0, LCJ is a static box, 
and all markings reachable from Mz are safe and clean. Note that when a box C is 
started from the initial marking “1 then its markings are always non-empty: “E itself is 
non-empty because of ex-restrictedness and all its successor markings are non-empty 
because of T-restrictedness. On the other hand, the empty marking of a box has no 
successor markings except itself (reachable by the empty step sequence). Thus, the 
distinction between static and dynamic boxes is invariant over behaviour. 
It is the static boxes Z (or, equivalently, the dynamic boxes of the form c) which 
in our approach ultimately provide a denotational semantics of algebraic expressions 
in process algebras such as PBC and CCS. Two behavioural conditions were imposed 
on the markings A4 reachable from the initial marking, ME [‘C). The first is that we 
require M to be safe in order to ensure that the semantics of the boxes is as simple 
as possible and, in particular, that we can directly use a partial order semantics of 
nets in the style of Mazurkiewicz [27]. The second condition, that M is always a clean 
marking, is a consequence of the first condition and our wish to use iterative constructs 
in the algebra of nets which is developed in the rest of the paper. We will return to this 
point in Section 3.2. Although static boxes are of our primary interest, we also need 
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to be able to represent intermediate markings. For this reason we introduced dynamic 
boxes which, by definition, include all nets 0 such that 0 is derivable from x, for 
some static box C. 
Proposition 3.1. Zf C is a dynamic box and C [U) 0 then 0 is a dynamic box and 
U is a set of independent transitions in Indz. 
Proof. 0 has a non-empty marking since C is T-restricted. Clearly, all markings reach- 
able from MO are safe and clean since those reachable from MZ are. Hence, 0 is a 
dynamic box. U E lndz follows from the safeness of all markings reachable from A4z 
and the property that every subset of U is a step enabled at Mz. 0 
Within the set of dynamic boxes we further distinguish two special subclasses, called 
entry and exit boxes, which comprise all dynamic boxes C such that M_Y is, respec- 
tively, “C and C”. The static, dynamic, entry and exit boxes will, respectively, be 
denoted by Box’, Boxd, Boxe and Boxx. 
We could now take any labelled net Sz as in Section 2.2 and, using the definition 
of net refinement, derive from it a net operator, opQ. However, such an approach 
could only be seen as ‘syntactic compositionality’ since not all such operators op, 
would enjoy what we regard as desirable behavioural properties. By this we mean 
compositionality properties which ensure that the behaviour of the resulting nets could 
be expressed from the behaviours of its constituent nets in a way similar to that used 
in the structural operational semantics (SOS) employed by process algebras. As it will 
turn out, we will be able to select ‘suitable’ Q’s by imposing simple conditions on 
their structure and behaviour (i.e., markings reachable from the initial markings). 
3.1.2. Requirements for operator boxes 
The discussion presented in this section and in Section 3.2 is deliberately informal in 
order to better convey our intuition and motivation concerning the various conditions 
used in the definition of boxes. Although we do not formulate nor prove any formal 
results, the reader would presumably have little or no difficulty in extracting these from 
the text that follows. 
To be able to define an SOS-style rule for compositionally defined nets, we shall 
require that the following be satisfied: 
Requirement 1 (Rl ): Operations on static boxes should not lead outside the semantic 
domain of static boxes. 
Requirement 2 (R2): Nets derivable from initially marked compositional boxes 
should be decomposable. 
Requirement 3 (R3): Steps executed by compositional boxes should be decomposable 
into substeps corresponding to the way the nets were composed. 
To analyse the consequences of the above three requirements (and also make them 
more concrete), suppose that 
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is some (candidate) operator box. Let 0 be a simple R-tuple of static boxes defined 
thus, for every v E T: 
where a, #a, for v # w. To simplify the argument, but without losing its generality, 
we also assume that only the identity relabelling pid is used to annotate the transitions 
in 52. We start by making an easy observation that, due to the simple form of the 
@‘s, there is an isomorphism isom (which ignores transition labelling but preserves 
place labelling) between opo(0) and Q such that isom((v,a,)at,) = v, for all v E T. 
In other words, we can think of the net opo(0) as though it were Sz with each transition 
v being labelled by a,. 
The first requirement (Rl) means that opo(0) should be a static box; hence, since 
isom preserves place labelling between op&O) and Q, the latter must satisfy the 
defining conditions of a static box. As a result, we obtain the first condition to be used 
in the definition of operator boxes: 
Condition 1 (Cl): All markings reachable from the initial marking of Q are safe 
and clean. 
We interpret the second requirement (R2) as saying that no matter how op,(O) 
evolves, the resulting net C should be derivable compositionally using the same operator 
box; that is C = opo(@) for some suitable Q-tuple @ of boxes which, in particular, 
implies that LQD] = O,, for all v E T. 
Suppose now that M is the marking of a net Y derivable from a. Since 52 and 
opo(0) are isomorphic, there is a net C derivable from opo(0) isomorphic trough 
isom to Y. According to what we just said, there should be an a-tuple @ of boxes 
such that C = opo(@) and L@pJ = 0. We then can show that each QG is either 0, or 
0, or a,,, in the following way: Clearly, MG,. is a safe marking since otherwise MZ 
would not be safe (according to the definition of net refinement). Hence, if Qi,: does 
not satisfy the property, then both its entry and exit places must hold a token and 
‘v n v* = 0 (since otherwise A42 would not be safe). It is then easy to see that C’s 
transition (~,a,,) at, is enabled at MZ and its execution leads to a marking which is 
not safe, contradicting op,(O) being a static box. 
The observation that each QO is one of O,,, 0, and 0, leads to the idea that the 
marking A4 can be seen as a combination of pre- and post-sets of some of the transitions 




The pair (4,$) of sets of transitions of Q (later called a factorisation of M) enjoys 
two interesting properties. First of all, we observe that ‘4 U I+P =M, which follows 
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from isom(Mz) = M and 
where the latter follows from isom((u, a,) a to) = v, for all v E T. We then note that the 
pre-sets of transitions in 4 and the post-sets of transitions in $ are mutually disjoint, 
which can easily be shown to follow from the safeness of Mz. Hence, 
M = u l U bid u 17. 
a VW 
As a result, M can be partitioned into disjoint sets of tokens corresponding to the pre- 
or post-sets of some of the transitions in 0. The above leads us to: 
Condition 2a (C2a): Each marking reachable from 92 has a factorisation, i.e., a pair 
(4, II/) as above. 
The next requirement (R3) is directly motivated by the typical SOS operational 
semantics rule used in process algebras. Namely, whenever a term op(q, . . . , e,) can 
make a move 
then A can be decomposed (not necessarily in a unique way) into individual moves 
ei A so that the combination of the Ai’S yields A. In CCS, for example, if p 1 q L 
p’ 1 q’ then one of the following holds: 
P L PI and q=q’ 
P=Pt and q 5 q’ 
or p 5 p’ and q 5 q’ 
where a is a visible action and a^ is its complement. 
In terms of nets of the current example, we interpret (R3) as implying that if C is 
derivable from opo(0) and C [U) then there should be @ such that C = opo(@), and 
steps U, (for v E T) such that @” [UU) (for v E T) and the labels of the transitions in 
the sets U, are the same as those of the transitions in U. This leads, after a discussion 
similar to that carried out above,4 to the conclusion that: 
Condition 2 (C2): If M is a marking reachable from the initial marking of s2 and 
U is a step enabled at M then there is a factorisation (4,t,Q of (the places marked 
by) M such that U C c$_ 
Note that (C2a) is (C2) with U = 0 so only (C2) will be needed. The last issue we 
need to discuss is whether Q should be pure. We claim that the first requirement (RI) 
entails that if v is a transition enabled at a marking reachable from “Sz then ‘V n V* = 0. 
4 Here the assumption that czI: #a, for c’# w is needed in order to map uniquely the labels of transitions 
in U to the (transitions in) nets 8. 
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This can be shown by taking the tuple 0 with 0, changed to a concurrent composition 
as follows: 
and refining such a box 0, into a net satisfying l u n u* # 0. The details are left to 
the reader ’ who can also consult [4,12]. In the definition of an operator box, we use 
slightly stronger, but simpler condition: 
Condition 3 (C3): Q is pure. 
To conclude, we have argued that if we base our net algebra on the specific notion of 
net refinement defined earlier on, and if we require that the resulting nets satisfy com- 
positionality properties formulated as requirements (Rl)-(R3), then Sz should satisfy 
conditions (Cl )-(C3). The reader may wonder whether considering more complicated 
O,, may lead to conditions that are stronger than (Cl)-(C3). However, this is not the 
case. To wit, it will be our aim in the rest of this paper to try to convince the reader 
that (Cl)-(C3) do indeed give rise to a well-formed net algebra. 
3.1.3. Factorisations 
Let Sz be a simple labelled net. A factorisation of a set of places R of Q is a pair 
of sets of transitions p = (4, $) such that 
R= u*vkI Mu’ 
PE6 a@ 
We will use c to denote 4 U II/ and call two factorisations, p and K, disjoint if Efl K= 0. 
By facto we denote the set of all factorisations of the safe markings reachable from “52, 
and call Q factorisable if for every safe marking M reachable from % and every step 
of transitions U enabled at M, there is a factorisation (4, $) of A4 such that UC 4. 
3.1.4. Operator boxes 
A simple finite box Q without isolated places is an operator box if it is factorisable, 
pure, and all markings reachable from “.Q are safe and clean. Note that this encodes 
conditions (C2), (C3) and (Cl), respectively. 
The domain of application of the net operator opo which is induced by R, denoted 
by doma, is defined thus. First, it comprises all Q-tuples of static boxes. Second, for 
every p = (4, $) E facto, doma comprises all Q-tuples of boxes Z such that 
Z:, C Boxd, 
Zi C BoxX 
5 Essentially, one can see that the resulting net is 2-bounded but not l-safe 
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and 
We will denote Z E dom: in such a case. The second part of the definition of the 
domain is correct since it is always the case that 4n $= 8 (cf. Lemma A.3(2) in 
Appendix A). 
In the definition of domE, condition Z$ & Boxd describes those transitions which 
contribute pre-sets to the factorisation p (or more precisely, nets to be inserted for 
them which contribute non-empty, but not necessarily terminal, markings to the result, 
opa(V>; Zj C Boxx denotes transitions which contribute post-sets to p (more pre- 
cisely, nets which contribute terminal markings to opo(Z)); and Z\Z, C BoxS denotes 
the remaining transitions (or nets), not contributing to the current marking. Condition 
Z$ C: BoxX is needed explicitly because - as will be discussed later in more detail - 
the terminal marking of some net can also be interpreted as the initial marking of 
another net within opo(Z). Condition I;# C Boxd cannot be replaced by Zb C_ Box e 
because reachable intermediate markings (of the nets to be inserted for transitions) 
need to be taken into account. Condition .Z@ C: Box* cannot be replaced by Z@ C Boxd 
because this would essentially lead to modelling backward behaviour. It may not be 
immediately clear that the above definition of an operator box is what is needed. 
Indeed, even the seemingly straightforward result that its application never leads out- 
side the semantic domain (Theorem 3.4 below), comes only after a lengthy sequence 
of auxiliary lemmata proved in Appendix A. 
3.2. Discussion of some properties of’ boxes 
We first explain why we require boxes to be ex-directed, by taking as an example 






In this example, Q models a choice construct which is a part of the PBC algebra 
(and of almost any other process algebra, too). Intuitively, opo(0) should behave 
either as 0, or as 32. However, this is not the case since it is possible to execute a 
step sequence (of labels) (b)(b)(b)(a), w ic could not possibly be generated by any h’ h 
of the two nets in 0. Now, the reason for this is that 02 can execute, starting and 
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ending at its initial marking, a nonempty step sequence. We prevent such an undesirable 
effect by the structural condition that there be no arcs incoming to the entry places. 
A similar condition is imposed on exit places. Nevertheless, in general, if one is willing 
to sacrifice this behavioural modularity then the framework lends itself to the purpose 
as well - all the formalism goes through without change when ex-directedness is not 
required. 
To see why the property of ex-restrictedness has been introduced, consider the above 
example, except that box 02 is replaced by the empty net 0: = (0,0,0,0) (which would 
be admissible in the absence of ex-restrictedness). The notion of refinement is still well- 
defined, and the result of refining the two transitions of L? simultaneously by 01 and 
Oi, respectively, is an isolated a-labelled transition. Such a transition can occur many 
times concurrently to itself, which seems to be counterintuitive; see also Section 4.5.5 
for further discussion. 
We now turn to the property that all markings reachable from the initial marking 
in a dynamic or static box 0 should be clean. Suppose that this is not the case and, 
for example, “0 [{tt } . . . {tk}) A4 where M is a safe marking such that 0” C A4 and 
0” #M. Then it can be shown that a contradiction can arise between our wish to 
model iterative constructs and the required safeness of boxes. To be more concrete, 
consider the following operator box modelling a simple iterative construct: 
We can take an Q-tuple 0 where O,, = 0 and the remaining @,‘s are as at the 
beginning of this section. It can be shown that the following is a valid sequence 
starting at the initial marking of opo(0) and leading to a marking which is not safe: 
where a’={(2)2,~~(tl))atl}...{(~~,~0(tk))atk}. 
Finally, consider the N-box shown in Fig. 6. It is not factorisable. To see this, 
consider the marking obtained from the initial marking after occurrences of ut and vs. 
Its ‘left’ token can be factored out using ~13 and the ‘right’ token can be factored out 
using ~2, but the ‘middle’ token is orphaned. We will return to this example later on. 
3.3. Operational semantics, its soundness and completeness 
In its most basic form, the SOS rule for process algebras stipulates that if a term 
op(q,. . . , e,) can make a move A then A can be composed out of some individual 
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Fig. 6. A non-factorisable box. 
moves of its sub-terms. And conversely, if the sub-terms can individually make moves 
then the whole term can make a combined move. 
Let Q be an operator box and Z E doma. When dealing with the SOS semantics of 
the compositionally defined box opo(Z), we use the notation 
(Q:Z) z (a:@) (1) 
to express the fact that the boxes Z can individually make moves which, when com- 
bined, yield step U and lead to new boxes 0. This will be the case whenever for each 
Z, in Z there is a (possibly empty) set of transitions U, = (~1,. . . , uk} of T&w (cf. 
Section 2.2.5) such that 
C, [trees(q) I3 . . . 69 trees(uk)) 0, 
and U is the union of all the sets U, for u E T. It can be shown that (1) implies 
0 E doma and op,(Z) [U) opo(0) which is the (easier) half of the amrounced SOS 
rule for boxes. The converse, however, does not in general hold true. For consider the 
following three nets: 
Then op,(Z)[{t)) where t is a transition labelled b, yet no nonempty move at all of 
the form (52 : E) 5 is possible. This is so because when composing the nets, the 
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token contributed by Ct is inserted into the composed net in such a way that it could 
have been contributed by 22. More precisely, we have opo(Z)= opo(O), where 01 
and 02 are boxes defined in the following way: 
i.e., 01 = ICI] and 02 =% and, conversely, Cl =O, and Cz = L&J. And the situation 
is now different since (52 : 0) 3. The conclusion to be drawn from this example is 
that the markings in the nets Z may need to be rearranged before attempting to derive a 
move which is admitted by their composition. Such rearrangement is formalised using 
the relation EQ defined next. 
Let 52 be an operator box, and let 1 and 0 be S2-tuples of boxes such that LZJ = LO]. 
We write Z G-S) 0 if there are disjoint factorisations, q = (~1, ~2) and $ =($t, $2) 
of the same set of places of Q such that C, = 0, for v #ii U I,$ and 
Z,, U Q,/,, C Boxe, 
C,, U 0, C Box’ 
and 
Zc,U Qi C Box’. 
Note that Z EQ Z ( EQ is reflexive) since we can take all-empty factorisations. The 
relation -o enjoys two basic properties: it is closed with respect to the domain of 
opo and it relates tuples of boxes which yield the same nets through the composition 
specified by opo (Lemma A.1 1 in Appendix A). That is, if Z E doma and Z E-Q 0 
then 0 E doma and opo(Z) = opo(0). 
We now formulate two central results of this paper. Together, they mean that for the 
chosen class of operator boxes, the standard step sequence semantics of compositionally 
defined nets obeys a variant of the SOS rule introduced originally for process algebras. 
Below it is assumed that R is an operator box and Z E doma. 
Theorem 3.2 (Soundness of the SOS rule). If (G! : Z) 2 (Sz : 0) then 0 E doma and 
oPa(V [U) opo(@). 
Theorem 3.3 (Completeness of the SOS rule). If opa(Z) [Cl) Z then there are O,r E 
damn such that Z -_SZ 0, ops2(r) = C and 
(sz:O) JL (n:r). 
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The SOS rule can be presented in a way similar to that found in process algebras: 
26 ‘“‘“:,:r”::i (2) 
Note that Theorem 3.2 (together with the basic properties of -_D ) verifies the soundness 
of the above rule, whereas Theorem 3.3 verifies its completeness. Both theorems are 
proved in Appendix A, and their proofs rely on factorisability property of the operator 
boxes. 
Theorem 3.4. If R is an operator box then op&domn) C Box’ U Boxd. 
The above is a basic soundness result which makes opo acceptable with regard to 
requirement (Rl). There are other interesting behavioural properties of compositionally 
defined boxes which can be derived (more or less directly) from the last three theo- 
rems. We only mention one, which captures requirement (R2). It follows directly from 
Theorem 3.3 and the assumption that “52 has a factorisation. 
Corollary 3.5. Zf s2 is an operator box, ,T is an Q-tuple of static boxes and C is a 
net derivable from opo(E), then there is 0 E damn such that C = opQ(0). 
The various net operations used by the PBC, including its original (and other) syn- 
chronisation disciplines can be accommodated in the meta-scheme (2) presented above. 
How this can be done in general, is described below in Sections 5 and 6. Section 3.2 
presented an example of a non-factorisable box where the completeness theorem fails 
(one can show this using an argument similar to that used there to demonstrate that 
the N-box is non-factorisable). 
4. Recursion 
In this section we investigate the problem of solving recursive definitions on boxes. 
In our approach, it is the names of places and transitions which play a crucial role 
since we use them to define an inclusion order on the domain of plain boxes, and then 
solve recursive definitions by successive approximations with respect to the inclusion 
order. This should be contrasted with a conceivable alternative approach of defining 
such an order through injective mappings (in such a case nets could be defined up to 
isomorphism, and the names of places and transitions would not matter). As discussed 
in [5], one of the problems with the latter approach is that the resulting order is 
not necessarily a partial order but only a pre-order; antisymmetry is not necessarily 
guaranteed if two nets can be injectively embedded into each other. For this reason, 
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and also because the tree naming device has turned out to be ready-made for use in 
solving recursive equations, we have decided to explore not the latter but the former 
approach. In particular, we shall demonstrate that it enjoys two important properties: 
- Generality. We can solve arbitrarily complex recursive definitions on boxes 
(Theorem 4.7 in this section). 
- Correctness. The boxes which are generated as solutions possess behavioural proper- 
ties which match those of the corresponding recursive expressions in the associated 
process algebra (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 in the next section). 
It is outside our present knowledge to say whether the second approach could be 
made to enjoy similar properties, perhaps by using approximation theory on pre-orders 
[31]. This question remains to be addressed. In any case, the alternative approach to 
solving equations on nets would always admit at least as many non-isomorphic solutions 
as the one proposed here (since any approximation based on inclusion order induces a 
solution based on injective mappings). Hence, e.g., there might be recursive equations 
for whom inclusion order based method would yield a unique solution, which is usually 
regarded as a desirable property, whereas the injective mapping based method would 
lead to several non-isomorphic solutions, 
This section is structured as follows. Section 4.1 contains a statement of the problem 
to be solved, as well as some basic definitions. In Section 4.2 we define an inclusion 
order on boxes and provide some basic results on the solvability of recursive definitions 
on boxes; in particular, we show that operator boxes induce continuous mappings on 
the domain of boxes. Section 4.3 shows an example of how to use inclusion order 
to solve recursive equations. Section 4.4 is devoted to finding boxes which can be 
used as starting points for the approximation of solutions of recursive equations. It 
also contains the main result of the whole section which states that every recursive 
equation has a solution. Section 4.5 discusses more examples. Relevant proofs appear 
in Appendix B. 
4.1. Equations on boxes 
Let Var be a non-empty, possibly uncountable, set of recursion variables which are 
used as place-holders for static boxes. We consider a system of equations on boxes of 
the following form (one equation for every X E Var): 
X’(szx:Ax). 
On the right-hand side, Sz, is an operator box and AX is an Qx-tuple of static boxes 
and/or recursion variables. A solution of the system (3) is an assignment of a static 
box Cy to every variable Y E Var so that if every occurrence of Y is replaced in every 
Ax by Cy then, for all variables X E Var, 
cx =opo,(Ax). 
By definition, the dependency graph of (3) is the directed graph whose nodes are the 
variables Var and whose arcs (X, Y) indicate that Y occurs on the right-hand side of 
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the equation having X as its left-hand side. The equation system (3) is called recursion 
bounded if its dependency graph has no forward-infinite directed paths (note that, as 
a consequence, the graph must then be acyclic); in particular, if none of the right- 
hand sides of (3) has a recursion variable then the system is recursion bounded since 
its dependency graph has no arcs at all. If the system (3) is recursion bounded then 
using net refinement a set of static boxes solving it can be calculated by executing 
the following procedure: starting with equations that have no variables on their right- 
hand sides (such equations must exist by recursion boundedness), use net refinement 
repeatedly until all left-hand sides have been calculated. That such a procedure is 
correct follows from Kijnig’s lemma, Theorem 3.4, the finiteness of operator boxes 
and the absence of infinite directed paths in the dependency graph. The boxes solving 
the system of equations are unique in that case. Thus, 
Proposition 4.1. If the system (3) is recursion bounded then it has a unique solution. 
We will later show that the equation system (3) always has a solution; however, 
such a solution does not have to be unique. Throughout the rest of this section we 
only consider a single recursive equation 
x+2::) 
for a singleton set Var = {X}. All the results are easily lifted to the general case using 
standard techniques on Cartesian product spaces (for a finite set of equations) and, 
respectively, tinction spaces (for infinite sets of equations). For every box C, we will 
use dz to denote the tuple A appearing in Eq. (4) with all the occurrences of variable 
X replaced by C. 
In the rest of this section, we restrict our interest to the set of plain boxes with 
empty markings, BoP. Their empty markings, for simplicity, will be omitted. The 
right-hand side of Eq. (4) induces a mapping F : Boxrec + Boxrec defined, for every 
box C E Boxrec, by 
F(Z) = opa(A”). 
With such a definition, solving Eq. (4) amounts to finding fixpoints of the mapping F in 
the domain of static boxes. Note that the codomain of F is well defined which follows 
directly from the definition of net refinement, i.e., for every C E Boxrec, op,(A’) is in 
Box”“ (see Lemma A.l(S) in Appendix A). 
4.2. Approximating solutions of recursive quations 
We define an inclusion order, C, on boxes in Box”‘. Let C and 0 be two boxes 
in Boxre’. Then C & 0 if SE C: SO, Tz C Te, & C & and Wx & We. Note carefully that 
Wz C We not just simply means that 0 has ‘more arrows’ than C. For instance, if 
s E SZ, t f TZ and there is no arrow from s to t in C then ((s, t), 0) E WE and hence 
((s, t),O) E We, i.e., in 0 there is also no arrow from s to t. Clearly, C is a partial 
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order on Boxrec. Note, however, that L does not turn (Boxrec, C) into a lattice. For 
example, the least element is missing (the empty net is not a box) and, also, not every 
two elements have a least upper bound (as they may be incompatible so that their 
union cannot be formed), nor greatest lower bound, for that matter. However, it is 
possible to form chains and limits in the usual way. A chain is an infinite sequence of 
boxes in Boxrec, x = (Cc, zi,. . .) such that Cc C Cl C . . ’ and its limit is defined as 
ux= 
( 
&J GOL ~&% CJk). 
It is easy to see that ux is always a box in Boxrec which is the least upper bound, in 
the sense of C, for the boxes in x. The first basic result needed for solving recursive 
equations is: 
Theorem 4.2. Zf x is a chain of static boxes then ux is also a static box. 
A mapping f : Boxrec + Box ret is monotonic if, for all C and 0 in Box”‘, C C 0 
implies f(X) C f(o). It is continuous if for every chain x = (Ca,Ci,. . .) of boxes in 
Boxrer, 
f (Llx) = u (f(~O)~f (Cl )>. . .I. 
As the reader might already suspect, both properties are enjoyed by the mapping F 
defined in (5) and induced by the right-hand side of Eq. (4). 
Theorem 4.3. The function F dejned in (5) is monotonic and continuous. 
Essentially, what the theorem says is that every operator box induces a monotonic 
and continuous mapping on the domain of plain boxes. With the last two results, we can 
attempt to solve Eq. (4), by defining a chain formed through successive applications 
of the mapping F to some initial approximation of a solution. For every static box Co, 
let 
chain(C’) = (C’,C’, .X2,. . .), 
where C’ = F(J?‘), for all i> 1. We will call Co a seed box for Eq. (4) if Co C C’. 
Note that in such a case, by the monotonic&y of F and Theorem 3.4, chain(C’) is a 
chain of static boxes. We now observe that the limit construction applied to the chain 
derived from a seed box always yields a solution. This follows directly from Theorems 
3.4, 4.2 and 4.3, using standard techniques of fixpoint theory of continuous functions 
over partial order domains [IO]. 
Theorem 4.4. If Co is a seed box then U chain(C’) is a solution of Eq. (4). 
We next obtain that each solution is uniquely identified by its entry and exit places, 
and that it is sufficient to consider ex boxes as the only seeds. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let C and 0 be solutions of Eq. (4), and Co = (“C u C”, 0,0, “C x 
{e} U C” x {x}). 
(1) If”C=“O and C” =O” then C=O. 
(2) Z” is a seed box for (4) such that u chain(C’) = C. 
What we still lack to complete the discussion of Eq. (4) is a theorem saying that 
it always has a solution. This result will be postponed until Section 4.4, after we will 
have discussed in more detail the seed boxes. First, however, we present an example. 
4.3. Example of the limit construction 
Let us consider as an example the following instance of Eq. (4): 
e 1 
(6) 
Note that on the right-hand side there is a 3-transition operator box with three argu- 
ments, namely, two static boxes Al and 43 for VI and us, respectively, and a recursion 
variable X for ~2. Informally speaking, 6 Eq. (6) corresponds to the recursive equation 
X A!! a;X; b, where the semicolon represents sequential composition. 
Let us examine how a solution of Eq. (6) might be constructed using the limit 
construction. Suppose that there already exists an approximation Co given as a starting 
point, a hypothetical seed box. Then inserting that approximation in the place of the 
X on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) yields a new box 
6 This will be made more precise in Sections 5 and 6 below 
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Fig. 7. Two approximations C’ and I* for Eq. (6) 
Fig. 8. A box C = u (I’, C’, C’,. .) solving Eq. (6). 
which is a better approximation. We then construct another approximation 
by the same principle, and so on. We already know that if Co is a seed then the limit 





(with these particular place names) serves as a good seed for Eq. (6). Fig. 7 shows 
approximations resulting from this seed, except that we do not represent all name trees 
explicitly (the reader may easily guess the missing ones by analogy). 
Fig. 8 shows the limit of chain(C’), i.e., the limit of the infinite series of boxes 
whose elements are shown in Fig. 7. The reader may check that this box satisfies 
Eq. (6) in the strictest possible sense of the word. To see this, replace the variable X 
on the right-hand side of Eq. (6) by the box C shown in Fig. 8, perform net refinement 
op&Al, C, A3), where 52 is the operator box of (6), and check that the result is not just 
isomorphic but even identical to C, i.e., it has the same places and the same transitions 
with the same connections and the same labels. 
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Thus, once an appropriate starting point Co has been chosen, the approximation of 
a solution of a given net equation is quite automatic (we just keep refining succes- 
sive approximations into the right-hand side of the equation under consideration and 
compute the limit) and, as we have shown, leads to a solution in all cases. But one 
still could say that the way in which the example equation has been solved was not 
fully satisfactory since the seed box was ‘guessed’ rather than ‘computed’. This will 
be remedied in the next section. 
4.4. Deriving seed boxes 
In this section we will address a question how to find a suitable starting point, i.e., 
a seed box Co, for the approximation of a solution of Eq. (4). In particular, we want 
to ensure that Co L C’ holds for Z” and the next approximation C’. 
One might ask why the box (7) is a suitable starting point for the approximation of 
the solution of Eq. (6). First of all, it is a good idea always to start with an ex box, 
because these boxes are minimal with respect to the number of transitions they contain 
and because, as a consequence of Theorem 4.5(2), all solutions can be so obtained. It 
is even better (if possible) to start with an ex box containing only one e place and 
one x place, because these boxes are minimal with respect to C. We will come back 
to the latter point later. Let us give the starting ex box a generic name, 
Z”=(PeUPx,O,O,Pe x {e}UP, x {x)1 (8) 
and develop conditions for it to be a seed box. First, because of ex-restrictedness, P, 
and Px should both be non-empty. They should also be disjoint, otherwise the labelling 
function would be ill-defined. Finally, with a view to obtain the inclusion property, 
Co C C’ , some conditions can be imposed on the sets P, and Px. More precisely, due 
to a particularly simple form of C O, Co & C’ translates into two inclusions over sets 
of trees of the form defined in Section 2.2.2. In order to express such conditions, we 
use the appending construct a lifted to sets of trees, in the following way (below, Pt,,, 
denotes the set of all trees used as place names, as defined in Section 2.2.2). 
Let s E Proot and VI,. . . , v, E T,,,t (m 2 1) be distinct single root trees, and PI,. . . , P, 
be subsets of Pt,,,. Then 
sa(v, : P,,...,v, : P,)={sa{v, apl,...,v,ap,} (Vi: piEPi}. 
We will need two mappings, fe,fx : 2’tree 4 2”,““, defined thus. Suppose that the entry 
places of the operator box &! (cf. Eq. (4)) are ~1,. .,sk and that the exit places are 
~1,. . , r,,,. Moreover, assume that the post-set of each place si consists of transitions 
v,!, . . , v:, and the pre-set of each place rj consists of transitions tj,. . . , tyJ (note that 
the pre-sets of the si’s and the post-sets of t,‘s are all empty). Then, for every subset 
p of Ptree, 
fe(P) = IjSia(V! :q’,...,VF :PF) 
i=l 
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and 
where c! = P if A,) in the tuple A is the variable X, and e! = "(A,1 ) otherwise; and 
similarly, $’ = P if’ At; =X, and $’ = (At;)’ otherwise. It is a matter of simple check 
to verify that the two functions can be used to calculate the entry and exit places of 
C’, i.e., we have 
f&‘(C”)) = “F(C’) = “(C’) 
and 
fx((C”)“) = F(C’)” = (C’)“. 
As a result, Co is a seed box if and only if the following two inclusions hold: 
6 C We) and Px C fxW, (10) 
and, moreover, Pe and Px are non-empty sets (see Lemma B.3). Thus, we have reduced 
the problem of finding a seed box for Eq. (4) to that of finding two nonempty sets 
of trees, Pe and Px, satisfying (10). And, as it turns out, we can always find two 
trees, spine, and spine,, such that Pe = {spine,} and Px = {spine,} do satisfy (10) 
and hence yield a seed box. It is both instructive (for the examples that follow) and 
necessary (for proving technical results) to demonstrate that such trees, spine, and 
spme,, can be constructed. We only show this for spine,, the other case being similar. 
Construction 4.6. Take the first component of the union for f, in (9) (this is possible 
because 52 has at least one entry place and thus k > 1). Suppose that s =si, kl = I and 
vi = v;, . . . ) V[ = vf .Without loss of generality, we may assume that the instances of X 
in A,,, . . , A,, are A,,,. . ., Avn, where 0 <n d 1. Take, from each set “(A,), for n <id 1, 
any tree Zi (note that the Zi’s exist since a box has always at least one entry place). 
If n = 0, i.e., if no A, is the variable X, then we define 
Otherwise, we construct an infinite tree spine,. The nodes of an initial version of 
spine, are the set of strings of integers generated by the following regular expression: 
0{10,20 )...) nO}*{&,1,2 )...) I,(n+l)O )...) 10). 
There is an arc from node x to node y if and only if x is a proper prefix of y. The 
labelling of the root 0 and every node ending with i0 (1 d i d n) is s, and the labelling 
of every node ending with i different from 0 is vi. We then obtain spine, by inserting 
a fresh copy of the tree ri for each (leaf) node ending with i0, for n <i<l. I.e. each 







. . z3 
. . 
. . 
Fig. 9. spine, tree 
such node is identified with the root node of a copy of Zi. The definition of spine, is 
illustrated in Fig. 9, where it is assumed that n = 2 and I = 3. 
Let us call a tree spine, obtained through Construction 4.6 a spine associated with 
f,. Of course, to a given f, there may be many different spines. We now observe that 
the tree spine, defined in Construction 4.6 satisfies {spine,} Cf,({spine,}) since, as 
we define transition and place trees up to isomorphism, 
spine, = s a {qaspine,, . . . , v, a spine,, V,+I a ~~+l,. . , v[ a 71). 
And, by symmetry, the same holds for spine,. It therefore follows that by setting 
Pe = {spine,} and Px = {spine,}, 
we obtain a valid seed box for Eq. (4). As a result, we obtain that 
Theorem 4.7. There is always a solution of (4). Moreover, there is a solution that 
can be approximated starting with a one-e-place one-x-place seed box. 
Note that we do not claim that every solution of (4) can be approximated by 
starting with a one-e-place one-x-place seed box. Indeed, we will soon discuss a 
counterexample. 
We could now stop our interest in the properties of the seed boxes 
functions, fe and fX. However, in view of the one-to-one relationship 
solutions of Eq. (4) and the ex seed boxes, captured in Theorem 4.5, 
position to easily and fully characterise the set of all possible solutions 
fixpoints of the two auxiliary functions, fe and f,. More precisely, each 
empty sets Pe, Px C: Ptree satisfying 
and the two 
between the 
we are in a 
of (4) using 
pair of non- 
Pe =fe(Pe) and Px =fx(Px) 
uniquely identifies a solution of Eq. (4) whose entry and exit places are, 
(11) 
respectively, 
Pe and Px. And conversely, if one takes any solution C of (4) then Pe = “C and Px = C” 
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do satisfy (11). This leads us to examining the two functions (and their fixpoints) more 
closely. Our first observation is that (2Ptree, C) is a complete lattice with set union as 
‘join’ and intersection as ‘meet’. Moreover, f, and fx are monotonic and continuous 
mappings on this domain (see Lemma B.4). It therefore follows that Tarski’s theorem 
[lo] can be applied and, as a result, fe and f, have unique minimal fixpoints, min, 
and minx, and unique maximal fixpoints, max, and max,, respectively. Since every 
pair of fixpoints for the two mappings satisfies (lo), one might always be tempted to 
take P, = min, and Px = minx, and treat the corresponding solution as the solution of 
(4) (note that by Lemma B.2(2), such a solution would be the minimal solution in the 
sense of the inclusion order IZ). Unfortunately, the minimal fixpoints may be empty 
which can make them unsuitable for our purposes because boxes are ex-restricted. 
Fortunately, we may characterise the solutions of Eq. (4) by looking at other fixpoints 
off, and f, (cf. Appendix B): 
Unique solution. If fix, and fix, are unique non-empty fixpoints off, and f,, respec- 
tively, then the recursive equation has a unique solution which can be derived from 
Pe = fix, and Px = fix,. 
Note that a unique non-empty fixpoint exist, e.g., for fe if there is exactly one fixpoint, 
or if there are exactly two fixpoints and the minimal fixpoint is empty (we give suitable 
examples in Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.4). 
The minimal solution. If both min, and minx are non-empty then the recursive 
equation has the minimal solution (with respect to C) derived from 
Pe = min, and Px = minx. 
The maximal solution. The recursive equation always has the maximal solution 
which can be derived from 
P, = max, and Px = max,. 
Minimal solutions. For every pair of non-empty minimal fixpoints fix, and fix, of, 
respectively, f, and fx, the recursive equation has a minimal solution which can be 
derived from 
Pe = fix, and Px = fix,. 
There may be several different (even non-isomorphic) minimal solutions (see 
Section 4.5.3 for an example). However, we do not know yet whether there is al- 
ways at least one minimal solution. 
Countable solutions. If the nets appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) are all 
countable and for each relabelling p in 52 and (~,a) E p there is only countably many 
x such that (a,~) E p, then there exists a solution which is countable as well. We can 
derive such a solution from Pe and Px obtained by applying the limit construction in 
the auxiliary domain of trees (2ptree, C_ ), and using the trees spine, and spine, defined 
earlier in this section, 
P, = E fe({spine,}) and Px = E f!&{spine,}). 
i=O i=O 
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It is possible to give a simple static condition guaranteeing that both f, and fx are 
constant mappings and therefore trivially have unique fixpoints. Eq. (4) is guarded if 
for each transition u in Q, (‘v u v*) n (“Q U 52” ) # 0 implies that d, is a static box 
rather than a variable. 
Theorem 4.8. Zf Eq. (4) is guarded then it has a unique solution. 
The reverse implication does not hold (see the example in Section 4.5.4). A remark 
we now wish to make concerns the cardinal&y of boxes which solve recursive equations. 
Clearly, taking the limit of a chain of boxes will almost always produce an infinite 
box even if the equation was based on finite ones. However, we do not consider this 
to be a problem since the main purpose of this section was to provide theoretical 
foundations for solving recursive equations on boxes. In practical applications, initial 
fragments of the limit construction could be used to derive finite approximations of an 
infinite solution. We also expect that a more important application of our results will 
be in providing a basis for a high-level net solution obtained by folding the current 
infinite low level nets into finite high-level net representations. 
4.5. Further examples of recursive definitions 
Before discussing a series of recursive definitions, let us return to the previous 
example (Eq. (6)). In this case, recursion is guarded and the two functions f, and f, 
are constant. Thus, they have unique fixpoints, namely the two singleton sets of trees 
P,={laqa5} and P,={4avjaS}. 
Note that these are exactly the places of the box Co we have chosen earlier for this 
example (see (7)). Thus, also Eq. (6) has a unique solution, namely the box shown in 
Fig. 8. 
4.5.1. Unbounded concurrent composition 
Eqs. (11) for P, and Px may become more complex for unguarded recursion. This 
is illustrated by our next example which contains X unguardedly both with respect to 
the e-labelled front end and the x-labelled rear end of the operator box: 
e 
(12) 
Informally, this corresponds to the recursive equation X g allX, where 11 represents 
concurrent composition. We apply the preceding theory in order to derive a seed Z” 
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(with entry places Pe and exit places Px) to start the approximation of (12) and to 
characterise the set of all possible solutions. 
Since transition v2 of the operator box does not have a constant plain box to be 
replaced by, there is no constant set of e-places (or x-places) to perform the refinement 
with. Rather we have to reuse P, (and Px, respectively) in the right-hand side of the 
tree equation. This leads to the following equations: 
P,=la(ul:{5}) U 3a(&:P,) and Px=2a(vl:{6}) u 4a(v2:Px), 
As before, there is a one-to-one correspondence between non-empty solutions of these 
equations and the solutions of (12), but now there is more than one solution. For 
example, the minimal solution for Pe, min e, contains only finite trees while the maximal 
solution, max,, contains an infinite tree as well. There are no other solutions for P,, 
i.e., 
min, = {1avla5,3av2alavla5,3av2a3av2a1av~a5,...} 
and 
max, = minelJ{3au2a3au~a3au2~~~}. 
The equation for Px also has two non-empty solutions, minx and max,. Together, they 
determine four starting boxes 
c min using min, and minx 
pax : min using max, and minx 
c min : f??llX using min, and maxx 
and 
c max using max, and maxx 
to begin the approximation of the solution of Eq. (12). Depending on which starting 
point is chosen, one of four different solutions of (12) is obtained. Two of them, 
the minimal and maximal ones, are shown in Fig. 10 (again we do not represent all 
name trees). It is not hard to check that both boxes are indeed solutions of Eq. (12) 
in the same strict sense as before. Note that the behaviour in terms of finite step 
sequences of the two solutions is the same. However, note also that if infinitely broad 
behaviours were allowed then the first solution would have a terminating behaviour 
while the second would not (since the initial token on its isolated e-place remains 
there and cannot be moved to the corresponding x-place). In that case, for instance, if 
X !! al/X describes the first part of a sequential composition, then the second part of 
that composition could be executed using the first solution but not using the second 
solution. 
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Crnilz 
lavla5 3av2alavla5 3avza3avzalavIa5 
:: !): f: 1:: 
3avza3avza.. lawa 3av2alavla5 3av2a3avzalav1a5 
C”“” 1: E: i;: g; 1:: 
Fig. IO. The minimal and maximal solutions of Eq. (12). 
4.5.2. Rear-unguardedness 
In the rest of this section, we illustrate the technique on four further examples, albeit 
not to the same degree of detail as before. First, consider 
which, informally, corresponds to X g a; X. This net equation leads to the following 
instance of the tree equations in (11): 
P,=la(ul:{4}) and Px = 3 a (~2 : P,). 
Note that the only solution for Pe is the singleton set { 1 a 01 a4) while Px has no unique 
solution, corresponding to the fact that the net equation is front-guarded (with respect 
to e) but not rear-guarded (with respect to x). The minimal solution for Px is the 
empty set, minx = 0, but the singleton set maxx = (3 a 2)~ a 3 a v2 a 3 Q . . .} containing 
an infinite tree is also a solution. As we start the approximation with a box Co, only the 
latter solution for PX is permissible as the set of x-places of Co. When begun with the 
one-e-place one-x-place box just defined, the approximation leads to a solution whose 
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. . . . . . 
Fig. 11. Two spines for the e-places of Eq. (I 5). 
structure is similar to the box shown in Fig. 8, except that the lower line is replaced 
by a single x-place, namely the only element of Px. 
4.5.3. Concurrency within unbounded choice 
As another example, consider 
e x 3 a e x 5 b X) 
X v 2 
which informally corresponds to the equation X g (allb)[X, where 0 denotes choice. 
By the same rules as above, this leads to the following tree equations: 
Pe = 1 a(q : {3,5},v2 : P,) and Px = 2a(ul : {4,6},vz : Px). (15) 
Eqs. (15) are interesting because, as it turns out, their maximal solutions have uncount- 
ably many trees. Starting the approximation with an uncountably large seed box corre- 
sponding to the maximal solution, leads to an uncountably large solution of Eq. (I 4) 
(see also [4, 141). Nevertheless, Eq. (14) also has countable solutions which can be 
obtained by starting the approximation with seeds Co that have only one e-place and 
only one x-place. To find such seeds, we construct spines as in Construction 4.6. Fig. 
11 shows two spines for the set P, of e-places of Co. Let Co be the seed defined 
by the left-hand spine of Fig. 11 and its corresponding x-place, and let Co’ be the 
seed defined by the right-hand spine of Fig. 11 and its corresponding x-place. Starting 
either with Co or with Co’ yields a countable solution of (14). The two solutions have 
the same transitions (according to Lemma B.2( l)), and, according to a later theorem, 
also the same behaviour, but they are not only incomparable in the sense of C but 
also non-isomorphic: the first - but not the second - contains a place connected to 
all a-labelled but to no b-labelled transition, and the second - but not the first - con- 
tains a place connected to all b-labelled but to no a-labelled transition. This is despite 
the fact that at every step in the approximation, isomorphic approximations are ob- 
tained (though every time with a different isomorphism). Note that in this example, the 
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rnlnzn3... = 
nl*l 
. . . 
Fig. 12. A tree for Eq. (15). 
maximal solution cannot be obtained by starting with a countable seed (a fortiori, nei- 
ther can it be obtained from a two-place seed). 
This example is of further interest since it has uncountably many non-comparable 
minimal solutions, as we will discuss in the following. Intuitively speaking, every 
solution corresponds to the infinite choice 
where there are infinitely many pairs of transitions labelled a and b, respectively; let 
us call them at, bl (the first pair), a2, b2 (the second pair) and so on. Now, this infinite 
choice can be regarded as being a result of countably many binary choices since each 
ai (or bi) is in conflict with all the other transitions except for bi (respectively, ai). 
(Note that after one such conflict has been resolved the system becomes deterministic.) 
Each such conflict can be represented by a single entry place, say eC,Ci, where i # j 
and ci E {ai, bi}, with arcs outgoing to both c; and cj. Thus, countably many places 
are sufficient to ensure that each two transitions which are supposed to be in conflict 
are indeed in conflict. But this is not the end since after a pair of transitions ak and 
bk has been executed, the whole construct should be terminated as well. This means 
that tokens in all entry places eCzC, should be flushed as a result of the execution of ak 
and bk. And this can easily be achieved. We can designate, from each pair ak, bk one 
of the two transitions, denoted j%uh,, and connect it to every entry place eCtC, such 
that k # i and k # j. Together with the arcs from eCzC, to ci and cJ these give a full 
connectivity of entry places. The same can be done by symmetry for the exit places. As 
a result, a countable number of places suffices to construct a solution. Note that there 
is no unique minimal solution since the choice of the flushing transitions is arbitrary. 
We now render the discussion of the different minimal solutions in a formal way. 
To this end we will consider a set of trees Y of the form shown in Fig. 12, where 
nbn2,n3,... E (3,s). For every tree z = rnlnznl... we define 
Using the set 9 we may now state a basic property of the set MNS of all minimal 
non-empty solutions of the first equation in (15). As the reader may check, we have 
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which answers one question, namely whether there are minimal non-empty solutions 
at all. This can be further strengthened to saying that MNS is uncountable and that its 
elements are disjoint sets of trees (Proposition 4.9 below). Hence, there are uncountably 
many incomparable minimal solutions for Eq. (14). 
Proposition 4.9. MNS is an uncountable set of disjoint sets of trees. 
Proof. Let v be a relation on trees in 5 such that z,,,,,,,xz,,,,,,, if nini+i . . . # mjmj+l 
. . . for all i, j 2 1. Define 8 as the set of all cliques of X. It is easy to see that for 
all r’, z’ E F-, either t* n z’* = 0 and rur’, or z* = r’* and r$r’. Hence, to show the 
thesis it suffices to prove that &! has an uncountable maximal element (with respect to 
set inclusion). 
To conclude that 2 has a maximal element it suffices to show that if 27 C 2 is a 
linearly ordered set (with respect to set inclusion), then U 2 E 9, which of course is 
true. Suppose that R is a maximal element in 2. We observe that for every r f ,F 
there are only countably many t’ E F such that r $ z’. Hence, if R were countable, 
there would be r E F-\R such that R U {z} E 9 since F is uncountable. This, however, 
would contradict the maximality of R. 0 
4.5.4. Extreme unguardedness 
As the next - somewhat unusual (because informally it corresponds to the recursive 
equation X df X) - example, consider the following net equation: 
e 1 
(16) 
By the rules of the game, (16) leads to the following tree equations for the entry and 
exit places of the starting box: 
P,=la(v, : P,) and P,=2a(v, : P,). 
We have Pe = 0 = Px amongst the set of possible solutions, but we also have nonempty 
singleton solutions, P,={lav,alav,alav,a~~~} and Px={2avla2aqa2 
a VI a . . -1. In this case, the approximations never change anything, and the box solving 
the last net equation has exactly one e-place, one x-place, and no transitions. Note that 
despite the colloquial meaning of X df X, no box with a transition solves Eq. (16). 
This is a result of the finiteness of transition trees and the particular way of giving 
tree names in the refinement definition, by which the name of the refined transition is 
prepended to the tree of the refining transition(s). Thus, solving recursive equation by 
minimal boxes (with least behaviour) is already in-built in this definition. 
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We believe that this gives an intuitive semantics to the ‘recursive call’ X g X be- 
cause we do not model procedure entry and procedure exits as separate (silent) actions. 
Thus, X g X essentially means that X is continually ‘rewritten’ by itself and effects 
no behaviour at all, be it silent or observable. The literature is split over the treatment 
of such unboundedly recursive calls. For instance, [l] agrees with our interpretation; 
other authors advocate that X df X generates an infinite sequence of silent steps (mod- 
elling continuous entry to the procedure); and still other authors (such as [2]) consider 
X df X to denote ‘chaos’, in the sense of generating all possible infinite sequences as 
their behaviour. 
4.5.5. Empty nets and limit construction 





a t 7 4 
X 0 4 (17) 
which informally corresponds to X df a OX. This equation can be dealt with in the same 
way as Eq. (14), and we omit the treatment. The reason why we give the example, 
is to show that the empty net is not suitable as a starting point of the approximation. 
Consider, to the contrary, that the empty net be taken as a seed box. Refinement 
works as usual, and we obtain as solution a net containing infinitely many isolated 
transitions labelled a. Thus, the solution allows an infinite a-step, which seems to be 
counterintuitive. If the approximation is instead done in the way we have described, 
then we get as solution a choice between infinitely many transitions labelled a, which 
is intuitively what is desired. 
5. Operator-induced expressions 
In this section we introduce a general Petri net based form of expressions, which 
in Section 6 is specialised to the PBC. Let OP be a fixed (possibly infinite) set of 
operator boxes. Recall that the transitions of OP are labelled by relabelling relations, 
that is, elements of the set Relab defined in Section 2.1 .l. We shall consider an algebra 
of process expressions over the signature: 
Lab U {OPQ I Q E OP) U {n, (.I) - 
where Lab is the set of labels, and n and (.) are two unary operators whose intuitive 
meaning is similar to that of the corresponding operators defined for labelled nets in 
Section 2.1. Although we use opn, (.) and (.) to denote both mappings on boxes and - 
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process algebra operators, it will always be clear from the context which interpretation 
is meant. The labels in Lab are constants and each opo in the process algebra is an 
n-ary operator, where n is the number of transitions in the operator box 51. Throughout 
this section we shall further assume that the transition sets in the operator boxes of 
OP are disjoint and thus each transition name appearing in an operator box uniquely 
identifies that box. The proofs are included in Appendix C. 
5.1. Syntax 
Recursion is introduced via a set of process variables var, which by definition com- 
prises all process variables we might ever need. For every K E var there is a single 
defining equation 
K “f op,(L) 
such that 52 is an operator box in OP and L is an Q-tuple of process variables of 
var and/or labels of Lab. We shall make use of four classes of expressions corre- 
sponding to previously introduced classes of plain boxes, namely the static, entry, exit 
and dynamic expressions, Expr’, Expre, Expr* and Expr”; collectively referred to as 
process expressions, Expr. For technical reasons, we also need a larger set of general 
expressions, Expr “‘. Their concrete syntax is given by 
Expr” E ::= a/K / op,(E) (i) 
Expr’ F :I= i? 
Expr” G :I= E 
Exprd H :I= F 
Expr a” J :I= E 
op,(D) 
op,(D) 
G I o~c@) 





where a E Lab is a label; K E var is a process variable; Sz E OP is an operator box; and 
E, D and J are Q-tuples of expressions. These tuples have to satisfy some conditions 
determined by the domain of application of the net operator induced by s2. More 
precisely, in (ii), (iii) and (iv), D E Dom z for some factorisation p = (Cp,$) in facto 
which, by definition, means that 
D& C Exprd 
D$ C: ExprX 
and 
D\D,- C Expr”. 
Furthermore, in (ii), n is a factorisation of the initial marking “62 and D@ C Expre; 
and in (iii), ,u is a factorisation of the terminal marking Q” . The entire domain of 
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application of an operator op, is denoted by DomQ and is defined as the set of all 
tnples of expressions J such that opo(J) is a process expression in Expr. 
As in the case of boxes, it is convenient to have a notation for turning a dynamic 
expression into a corresponding static one; for each process expression J, [Jj is the 
static expression obtained by removing all the occurrences of (.) and (.). The operators - 
(.,, (.) and 1.1 can be applied in the usual way (i.e., elementwise) to sets as well as 
tuples of expressions. The same will be true of the semantical mapping box defined 
in the next section. 
5.2. Denotational semantics 
We now introduce a mapping box : Expr + BoxS U Boxd transforming process ex- 
pressions into boxes. It is defined by structural induction in the following way, We 
first define box(a) for each label a E Lab, as follows (note that the place and transition 




me ma OX 
We then define box for the process variables in var. With each defining equation 
K d’ op,(L), we associate an equation on boxes 
Kdf(R:d) 
where A, =.L, if L, E var and A, = box(&) if L, E Lab. Note that we treat process 
variables as though they were box variables. As we have shown in the previous section, 
the system of net equations we have just defined has at least one solution {CK}K E var 
in static boxes. We now fix any such solution and define, for every process variable 
K, box(K) = CK. The translation is completed by homomorphically extending the box 
mapping to the remaining static and dynamic expressions, i.e., for all opo(J) E Expr 
and E E ExprS, 
box@) = box(E) 
box@) = box(E) 
and 
box(wdJ)) = wdbox(J)). 
The correctness of the definition of the box mapping follows from Lemma C. l(1). 
5.3. Structurally similar expressions 
To facilitate the introduction of the inaction rule in the operational semantics of pro- 
cess expressions, we define a structural similarity relation on process expressions, G. 
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It provides a partial identification of process expressions with the same denotational 
semantics. More precisely, K equates expressions which can be shown denotationally 
equal by purely syntactic means. An example of a pair of structurally similar expres- 
sions, taken from PBC, might be 
A convenient way of specifying what expressions are r-related is to define, for each 
operator box Q E OP, a number of ‘equations’ involving variables which can be instan- 
tiated with actual process expressions. For example, equation 
when instantiated with E = a and F = b, would yield the pair of structurally similar ex- 
pressions in (18). In its full generality, E is more complex than the last example might 
suggest since we have to take into account process variables, as well as expressions 
with nested applications of operators. 
The formal definition of structural similarity on process expressions takes into ac- 
count the way in which boxes were associated with process variables, and possible 
factorisations of the operator boxes (since the relation we are going to define can be 
seen as a counterpart of the similarity relations -0 on tuples of boxes). To start with, 
a relation zrec is defined on the basis of the recursive equations used to give meaning 
to process variables, each recursive equation K 2 opo(L) contributing two pairs of 
structurally similar expressions, 
K Erec OP&) and K E-ret o~o(L). 
A more complicated part of the definition of = are the identifications which can be 
made about expressions of the form opo(J). Here, we basically follow the way in 
which the similarity relation on tuples of boxes was defined. 
Let Q E OP be an operator box and V be an Q-tuple of distinct variables (place 
holders) ranging over expressions in Expra’ but different from the process variables 
var. For every factorisation ,U = (~1, ~2) of a set of places of 52, let VIP1 be the S;Z-tuple 
obtained from V by replacing I’, by E, for v E ~1, and I’, by I’,, for u E ~2. We 
define three types of equations. For every factorisation p of 22, ev;ry factorisation K 
of Q”, and every pair of disjoint factorisations, n and $, of the same set of places 
which is contained in at least one marking reachable from “52, we have the following 
equations: 
op,o = opo(V’P’) 
OPa(V = oPszw”9 
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Thus, (El)-(E3) define a scheme which actually comprises more than three equa- 
tions, unless Q is very simple. Now, each equation in (El)-(E3) induces a relation 
on expressions, which is obtained by instantiating the variables in V with arbitrary 
expressions in Expr . “’ The union of all such relations, for all operator boxes in OP, 
will be denoted by =op. 
We then define = to be the least equivalence relation over expressions Expr “’ (i.e. 
over all expressions, including those for which we did not provide a denotational 
semantics) which contains the two auxiliary relations we just introduced, i.e., -ret 
and =op , and such that for every D E OP and all Q-tuples E and F of expressions in 
Expr aN, if E, = F, holds for every u E TQ, then opo(E) = opo(F). Results proved in 
Appendix C clarify the relationship between two equivalences on process expressions, 
namely the structural equivalence (defined by z) and denotational equivalence (induced 
by the box mapping), as well as the relationship between two similarity relations, EQ 
and --, defined for tuples of boxes and process expressions, respectively. 
There is a subtle point concerning the use of the expansion rule for recursion which 
is captured by the auxiliary relation -rec. Since box(K) = box(opo(L)), it might seem 
that we could have defined K--ret op,(L). However, this would be inconsistent with 
the usual treatment of recursion in other process algebras7 and, furthermore, allowing 
it would yield too many identifications (although without invalidating any of the results 
formulated later in this section). For instance, for any defining equation of the form 
K 2 op*(a, K, b) we would have 
K = opo(a, K, 6) E op&a, op&a, K,b), b) = . . . 
while only the first equivalence, but not the second, may be derived in the present 
setting if Sz is the operator box in (6). As it stands, the equivalence classes of = 
are finite, provided that recursive definitions satisfy simple structural properties. For 
example, if all defining equations are guarded (in the sense that the equations on nets 
they induce are guarded) then the equivalence classes of = are finite, but not vice 
versa. 
5.4. Operational semantics, soundness and completeness 
Let Proctree be the set of all transition trees in the boxes derived from process 
expressions. Each such tree has a unique label, lab(t), in the boxes associated with 
process expressions. More precisely, if t has only one node then it is the only transition 
of a unique box(a), for some label a E Lab, and then lab(t) =a. A t with more than 
one node has the form t = (u, a) a Q and then, by the definition of net refinement which 
underpins the semantical mapping box, lab(t) = a. We now define an inference system 
allowing one to derive moves of the form D L H where D and H are process 
expressions and U is a finite set of trees in Proctree. The idea here is that U is a valid 
step for the boxes associated with D and H. 
7 By this we mean that recursion is not unfolded unnecessarily. For example, in CCS it is possible to 
a 0 
have a transltlon pX.n.X +pX.a.X, but not pX.a.X + a.a.a.a.pX.a.X. 
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The operational semantics of process expressions is defined in three stages, as fol- 
lows. For every a E Lab we have the axiom 
I I 
where t is the only transition in box(a). For each operator box Q in OP we have the 
inference rule: 
U,E7Q{(t’,~f.) a u: ,.... (~.a$) a ~2 1 
(for UE T and i<k,) 
w,(D) ’ o~n0-U 
where each k, is a natural number and opo(D) is an expression in ExpraN. Finally, 
we introduce the inaction rule 
where D is an expression in Expr”“. As in the case of the SOS rule for boxes, we now 
have two theorems which state soundness and completeness of the inference system 
with respect to the standard step sequence semantics of nets. 
Theorem 5.1 (Soundness of the inference rules). Zf D is a process expression and 
D --% H then H is a process expression and box(D) [U) box(H). 
Theorem 5.2 (Completeness of the inference rules). Zf D is a process expression and 
box(D) [U) Z then there are process expressions H and G such that box(G) = C and 
Note that the first part of Theorem 5.1 means that both the structural similarity 
relation and the SOS derivation relation are closed in the domain of process expressions, 
i.e., if D is a process expression and D E H or D 3 H then H is a process expression 
too. Moreover, directly from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and the fact that we allowed an 
arbitrary solution of the system of recursive equations on nets to provide denotational 
semantics for process variables, we obtain that all solutions of a recursive equation on 
nets have the same step sequence semantics. 
Corollary 5.3. Zf E and 0 are two solutions of the recursive equation on nets (4), 
then there is a relation %? C [c) x [a) such that (C, 0) E 93 and if (CO, 00) E R then 
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the following hold: 
_ Zf Co [U) Cl then there is 01 such that 00 [U) 01 and (Cl, 0,) E 93. 
_ Zf 00 [U) 01 then there is Cl such that CO [U) Cl and (C,,Ol) E 93. 
The relation g is a variant of the strong bisimulation of [28], and thus what the 
corollary says is that different solutions of a recursive equation on nets have strongly 
equivalent step-based reachability graphs. Recall (from the example X g al]X discussed 
in Section 4.5.1) that - in the presence of sequential composition - Corollary 5.3 fails 
if infinite steps are taken into account. 
5.5. Some derived results 
In this section we will use the already established soundness and completeness re- 
sults, to show that the same is true of three variations of the operational semantics, 
which are often considered in the literature. 
5.5.1. Step sequence semantics 
We start by lifting the soundness and completeness results to the level of step 
sequence semantics. Suppose that DI, . . . , D, (n > 1) are process expressions and Ui , . . . , 
Un-, are finite sets of transition trees such that 
D, - D2 2 . % D,. Ul 
Then o - the maximal subsequence of UI . . . Un_l comprising only non-empty sets - 
is a step sequence leading from D1 to D,. We will denote this by D1 e D,. The 
next result follows immediately from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. 
Theorem 5.4 (Soundness and completeness of step sequence semantics). Let D be a 
dynamic expression and o be ajnite step sequence of non-empty subsets of Proct,,,. 
(1) ?fD L H then H is a process expression and box(D) [a) box(H). 
(2) If box(D) [cr) C then there is a process expression H such that D e H and 
box(H) = C. 
5.5.2. Partial order semantics 
The completeness result obtained for the step sequence semantics can be extended to 
the level of partial order executions since the trees Proc tree contain enough information 
to reconstruct the independence relation on transitions. 
Proposition 5.5. There is a relation ind G Proctree x Proctree such that tf D is a pro- 
cess expression and t, u are two distinct transitions in box(D), then (‘t U t’) fl (‘u U u*) 
= 8 if and only if (t, u) E ind. 
We now can consider two ways of introducing partial order behaviours into the 
model. The first one is, as always, standard to Petri nets. For two dynamic boxes, C 
and 0, we denote C [rc) 0 if there is a finite occurrence net starting from the marking of 
Z and ending at the marking of 0 which generates a labelled partial order of transition 
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occurrences rr (see [6] for details). The second partial order semantics is introduced 
for dynamic expressions, in the following way. Suppose r~ is a step sequence leading 
from a dynamic expression expression D to H. We then can derive from 0 and ind 
a partial order rr labelled with transition trees Proc tree using the standard construction 
due to Mazurkiewicz [27]. We denote this by D 5 H. 
Theorem 5.6 (Soundness and completeness of partial order semantics). Let D he a 
dynumic expression. 
(1) rfD 5 H then H is a process expression and box(D) [TC) box(H). 
(2) Zf box(D) [n) C then there is a process expression H such that D 2 H and 
box(H) = C. 
Proof. Follows from Propositions 3.1 and 5.5 and Theorem 5.4. We also need the 
consistency result about the partial order semantics and step sequence semantics for 
safe nets proved in [3]. 0 
And, again as an immediate consequence of the last result, we obtain that different 
solutions of the recursive equation on nets (4) have the same partial order behaviour 
(one only needs to replace U by 7t in the formulation of Corollary 5.3). And again, 
this is no longer true if infinite (to be precise, infinitely broad) partial order semantics 
is taken into account. 
5.5.3. Label-based inference rules 
The step sequences based on trees in Proc tree are rather powerful; in particular, they 
carry enough information to retrieve the partial order semantics of the corresponding 
boxes. However, it may sometimes be sufficient to be interested only in the labels 
of the executed transitions, more like in the usual style of process algebras. Such a 
treatment can be accommodated within the scheme developed so far. First of all, we 
retain the structural similarity relation z on process expressions without any change. 
Next, we define moves of the form D 2 H, where D and H are as before but 7 is 
now a finite multiset of labels, ‘/ E mult(Lab). We also keep the inaction inference rule 
(with 0 denoting the empty multiset of labels), but the axiom for a E Lab becomes 
I , 
and, for each operator box 52 in OP, the new rule is 
7; + + ;,f’ 
D, : H,,(y:,a:,)E &Q(U) 
+I,ETJQI I,...? @ ) 
(for ZIG T and i<k,) 
op,(D) , 
op,(H) 
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It is not difficult to prove, by induction on the structure of D, that D 2 H if and only 
if there is a set of transition trees U C Proctree such that D --% H and lab{ U) = y. 
Hence, the results and notions concerning 5 proved in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.1 ex- 
tend, after obvious modifications, to the relation z. In particular, a counterpart of 
Theorem 5.4 holds. 
5.6. Why factorisations are necessary for completeness 
We now return to the last example in Section 3.2 (see also Fig. 6). To see that the 
N-box does not have a complete SOS semantics in the style outlined above, consider 
defining a quatemary operator op,(El, E2, E3, Ed) with four arguments (where El - Ed 
are supposed to describe the same flow of control as 01 - 04 of the N-box), and the 
following set of equations: 
-- 
OPN(EI,&A&) = o~/,@i,&A&) 
-- 
OP,&,E~,E~,E~) = ~P,,@I,E~,&,E~) 
OP,,@I,EZ,E~&) = ~PN(EI,E~,&,&) -- 
OP,(EI,&AE~) = ~PN(EI,E&>~) -- 
OPN(EI,&,E~,&) = OP,(EI,E~,E~,&) _- 
which, at first sight, seems to describe the control flow within the N-box. However, 
consider the expression 
E = op,( a, (b; b’), (c; c’), d ). 
Then box(E) can execute the step sequence (a)(b) (c)(b’)(d), leading to the terminal 
marking, but this cannot be derived using the above set of equations (essentially, the 
third of the equations can never be applied in this case). 
6. The box algebra 
The theory expounded in the previous sections is very general. Essentially, the control 
connectives of a process algebra were described by operator boxes and communication- 
based interface connectives were described by relabellings. Thus, we may have process 
algebras with as many control-flow operators as there are operator boxes and as many 
communication-based operators as there are relabellings. In this section we specialise 
the theory to a particular subset of them, namely the box algebra (PBC) first defined 
in [5]. We also give several examples, that is to say, instances of formulae defined in 
the previous sections. 
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6.1. Syntax 
The PBC is based on a particular set of labels LabpBc defined thus. Let A be a 
countable alphabet of (visible) action particles and let -: A + A be a bijection (called 
conjugation) which satisfies, for all a E A, iifa and $=a. The labels, and hence the 
basic actions, of the PBC are the finite multisets over A, LabpBc = mult(A). The ele- 
ments of LabpBc will now be denoted by cx, ~(1,. . . to distinguish them from the general 
labels, and the lower case letters, a, b,. . . will be used to denote action particles. For 
example, the label (Z, b) E Lab PBC is interpreted as specifying a simultaneous execution 
of two visible action particles ii and b. The empty multiset 8 E LabpBc should be inter- 
preted as specifying the execution of an action containing no visible action particles. 
This corresponds to the silent or internal action denoted by z in the terminology of 
CCS [28]. An expression of the basic PBC considered in this paper, by definition, is 
a word of the following syntax s 
E::=ccIE;EIE[E[EIIE/E[f]IEsyaIErsaIK. (19) 
An expression of the form c( is called a basic action (or multiaction). The connectives 
; (sequence), 0 (choice) and II (parallelism) are control flow connectives. The operators 
[f] (basic relabelling), sy a (synchronisation) and rs a (restriction) are called activity 
interface operators. It is assumed that f is a function from A to A preserving conjugates; 
i.e., for all a EA, f(i;)=fT). The last item in the syntax is a process variable K. It 
is assumed that for each such K there is exactly one defining equation K A! expr where 
the syntax for expr is 
expr::=L;L~L[LILllLIL[f]ILsyaILrsa 
the syntax for L is given by 
L ::=E 1 expr. 
(20) 
(21) 
Note that (19) only defines static PBC expressions. Dynamic expressions will be in- 
troduced later on. In the basic PBC there are three transition interface modification op- 
erators, namely the basic relabelling [f] carried out according to a mapping f: A + A 
defined for action particles, restriction rs a on labels containing a given action particle 
a or its conjugate ii, and synchronisation sy a using a given action particle a and its 
conjugate 2. To describe these three operations we introduce three relabellings over 
LabpBc denoted, respectively, by ~[.f], p rs a and p sY a. 
Basic relabelling (renaming). To define p[fl, f is lifted to a function on LabpBc by 
f(0) = 0 and .f(cx+(a)) =f(a>+(f(a)). Then 
PI/I = {((@)>f(@)) I x E Labpsc}. 
*We use the infix notation for the binary, 
writing, e.g., E DP~,, F we prefer to use EI(F. 
and postfix notation for unaty, operators. Also, instead of 
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Restriction. To define p rs a, we remove part of the identity relabelling 
or ii, viz., 
P Ts a = {((d,~) I a E muVA\{a,~))). 
touching a 
Synchronisation. The relabelling describing synchronisation, p sY a, is defined as the 
set of all pairs ((al,. . . , c(k), ct), where k 2 1, such that 
and if k 32 then, for all i < k, ai(a)+ai(Z) > 1. Moreover, 
a=(~~ +...+cQ-((k-l).(a,Z)). 
For example, (((~,~),(~,~),(~,c)),(~,c))~psya. 
The last formula captures the synchronisation discipline introduced in [5]. It is ex- 
plained more fully in that paper, and also in [7]. Here, it was sufficient to show that 
it can be encapsulated in a relabelling relation which belongs to Relab. The same is 
true for other synchronisation disciplines considered in [ 13, 161. 
6.2. Relabelling in other process algebras 
Varying the set of labels Lab, and correspondingly the set of relabellings Relab, may 
serve to model other standard operations used in process algebras. General restriction 
on a set of labels, L C Lab, can be modelled by 
PL = {(PLO I 1 E Lab\LI. 
Relabelling induced by a mapping on labels, h: Lab + Lab, is expressed by 
Ph = {((Q,h(O) 1 IE Lab). 
CCS-like synchronisation can be modelled thus. Let Lab = Act U {z} be the set of CCS 
labels [28] and “: Act + Act be a bijection on Act satisfying g= a and Z# a, for all 
a E Act. Then CCS-like synchronisation is captured by 
The first two relabellings defined for the PBC can be seen as specific instances of 
those defined above, e.g., the PBC restriction is a special case of general restriction by 
putting 
L = mult(A) \ mult(A\{a,ii}). 
Moreover, CCS synchronisation becomes a special case of PBC synchronisation by 
considering multisets of cardinality 0 or 1 and equating z with 8. 




Fig. 13. Operator boxes for the PBC. 
6.3. Denotational semantics 
First we give the box semantics of the recursion-free part of the basic PBC. To this 
end, we use as the set OP (see Section 5) the six operator boxes’ shown in Fig. 13, 
which correspond to every syntactic alternative on the right-hand side of the syntax 
(19) except multiaction and process variable. Note that all boxes satisfy the properties 
of operator boxes. lo The full net semantics of the recursion-free static PBC is given 
by the function box(E), yielding a box for every expression E, defined as follows: 
e X 
box(a) = 
0 0 0 
e CI X 
box(E; F) = op,,( box(E), box(F)) 
box(E [IF) = op,&box(E), box(F)) 
box(EIIF) = op,,, (box(E), box(F)) 
bWW-I) = w,,JbWW 
box(E rs a) = opQrS,( box(E)) 
box(E sy a) = op,,,(box(E)). 
The reader may observe that the defining equation K 2 expr generated by the syntax 
above may not be in the format required by our general semantics developed in the 
previous section. In other words, the syntax given in (20) and (2 1) is too liberal. To 
make it adhere to the one required by the general scheme it is sufficient to restrict the 
syntax for L to 
L::=crIK (22) 
’ Strictly speaking, the number of operators is infinite since, for example, we need a separate box for each 
of the operators rs a, where a E A. 
‘” In fact, every disjoint union of connected S-system boxes, having a single e place and a single x place 
each, does. 
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which prevents the nesting of operators in equations defining process variables. Clearly, 
any defining equation K 2 expr derived using syntax (21) can be translated into a sys- 
tem of defining equations of the form K; g expr, derived using (22). Rather than pro- 
viding this translation in general, we consider an example. Take the following defining 
equation for a process variable K: 
K%4l(bO(K;b)));(KO(bllK)). 
It can be unravelled into six equations, as follows: 
K ” K,;K2 K, df aIlK K2 df K[K4 
K3 df bnKs K4 df bllK KS d’ K;b. 
Every such equation can in turn be translated directly into a box equation of the 
form K df (Q : A,, A?), where Q is one of the operator boxes of Fig. 13. In this way, 
a net equation system can be associated in a canonical way with any given set of 
recursive definitions. This system can then be solved using the machinery described in 
Section 4. In fact, the examples considered in Section 4 correspond to the following 
recursive definitions in PBC: 
K%z;L,LgK;b 
K 2 aIlK 
K dfa;K 
K d’(allb)[K 
K df K[pjd] 
and 






6.4. Box semantics of other process algebras 
Continuing the considerations of Section 6.2, we give the box semantics of CCS in 
abridged form by the following table (which implicitly also defines the syntax we use 
to write CCS expressions E): 
e X 
box(u) = 
0 0 0 
e a x 
e X 
box(r) = 
0 0 0 
e a X 
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box(a.E) = op,(box@), box(E)) 
box(E + F) = op,&box(E), box(F)) 
box(EjF) = o~n,(o~n,, (box(E)> box(O)) 
boWPI) = w,h(bWEH 
box(E\a) = opoO(box(E)). 
The extra definitions that need to be made concern G&s, s2h and Sz,. All three are 
two-place one-transition operator boxes, as shown in Fig. 13, which use, respectively, 
the relabellings pees, Ph and pIa), as defined in Section 6.2. 
For CCS expressions containing both a and ;i in one sequential component (such 
as, for instance, ((a.ii)]b) or ((a+ii)lb)), the above net semantics creates additional 
s-labelled transitions by synchronising two transitions within that sequential component. 
This translation is slightly non-standard, but such additional transitions are always dead 
in the initial marking and hence do not affect the behaviour. Note that one could avoid 
generating these transitions by adapting a more complicated scheme of modelling syn- 
chronisation between two subcomponents used below in the case of TCSP. Recursion 
can be treated exactly as in the previous section. 
It is possible to provide a similar treatment for other models of concurrent behaviour, 
such as TCSP [20] or COSY [22]. The translation is similar to that given above 
with one exception, namely the concurrent composition construct has to be dealt with 
differently. 
The TCSP concurrent composition operator, 11~ (meaning ‘synchronise on actions in 
the set A’), can be modelled - in abbreviated form - thus: 
boWlId’) = OPQ,,~ (opo,, (opo,l (box(E)), opo,,(box(F)))). 
The Q,; (i = 1,2) and &cspA are simple boxes like filfl with the following relabellings 
annotating the only transition: 
and 
PTCSP, ={(((u,l),(u,2)),u)luE~}UPA, 
where it is assumed that the set of labels is temporarily extended by the set Lab x { 1,2} 
disjoint from Lab. 
The concurrent composition in COSY can be modelled in the following way. We 
first extend 5211 to a family of n-ary (n 2 1) concurrent composition operator boxes, 
Q\, in the obvious way. What we define next is a family of simple operator boxes 
s2 COSY~I1~,l~k (where ka 1, rni b 1 and ai E Lab) based on the following relabellings: 
m/ % 
kosY~,“‘~k - -{(mi~(ai),Ui)li=l,...,k} 
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and then define 
box(program path,. . .path, endprogram) 
= oPs2cosy., Ok 
m, ..tnk 
(OPQ;, (box(path ), . . . , box(pafh, ))) 
where al , . . . , ak are the labels occurring in the path program and each mi is the number 
of paths within the program in which ai occurs. 
Note that by the above definitions and their surrounding theory, we have defined, all 
at once, compositional Petri net, step sequence, interleaving (obtained by taking only 
singleton steps), and partial order semantics for CCS, TCSP and COSY. 
6.5. Operational semantics, soundness and completeness 
Following the development of the operational semantics for the general case, to 
define it for the PBC, we need to introduce (i) dynamic box expressions, (ii) equations 
defining the auxiliary similarity relation zap, and (iii) inference rules defining actual 
moves for the expressions. We do not have to expend much effort on any of these 
three steps, as they are automatically derived from the discussion in Section 5 and a 
simple analysis of the markings reachable from the initial markings of the six PBC 
operator boxes. (All we have to do is consider two single-token markings for each 
of Q[f], Q rs a, Q sy a and Szo, three single-token markings for Q;, and four two-token 
markings for .G?l.) We therefore present (i)-(iii) without detailed explanations. 
The dynamic PBC expressions are given by the following syntax rules: 
D::=E(EID;EIE;DlDOEIEODIDrsaIDsyaID[f] 
where E stands for an arbitrary (static) PBC expression obeying syntax (19). 
The equations used to define the relation -op are given in Table 1. They are 
instances of equation schemes (El)-(E3) of Section 5.3. For example, ES1 is an 
instance of (El), ES2 is an instance of (E3) and ES3 is an instance of (E2). In 
addition to these, we have, for every defining equation K “f expr, 
and 
K_ qec expr ER2 
Tables 2 and 3 specify the inference rules for the two types of step sequence operational 
semantics defined for the expressions in PBC. The former gives the rules for that 
based on transition trees, while the latter for that based on labels. In the tables, y and 
6 are finite multisets of multiactions, D, H, D’ and H’ are static and dynamic PBC 
expressions, and U and V are finite sets of transition trees. The notation (v, g) @ U, 
where v is a transition name, g : LabpBc --) Labpsc is a mapping from labels to labels 
and U={ri,..., rk} is a finite set of transition trees, denotes the set of transition trees 
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Table 1 





E;F = E;F ES1 
E;F = E;F ES2 
E;F = E;F ES3 
EOF = EflF ECI 
E[F=EnF EC2 
E[F = EOF EC3 
E[F = E[F EC4 
Concurrent composition 
EllF = EllF 






E sy a = Esya ESyl 





{(u,g(lab(zl)))azl,...,(u,g(lab(zk)))azk}. M oreover, id is the identity on the set of 
PBC labels. We also use the inaction rule based on the similarity relation E. 
We can state two fundamental consistency results for the PBC algebra which are 
formulated exactly as Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 under the proviso that all expressions 
involved are PBC expressions as defined in this section. Both results were stated in 
[25] without proof; here their correctness follows directly from their general counter- 
parts. Recall that Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 are based on their ‘syntax-free’ counterparts, 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. Recall also that the latter have a basic consequence showing 
consistency of operator boxes, namely Theorem 3.4 which can also be specialised in 
the context of this section (it follows directly from Lemma Cl): 
Corollary 6.1. If E is a static PBC expression then all markings reachable from the 
initial marking of box(E) are safe and clean. 
This corollary can be found, with a different proof, in [14]. Finally, we would like 
to point out that other results established in Section 5, in particular, Theorems 5.4 and 
5.6, hold also for the PBC algebra. 
6.6. Examples 
We first show derivations based on the inference rules and equations in Tables 1 
and 3, indicating which inference rules have been applied and how the application of 
the inaction rule can be justified. In the examples, each singleton multiset (a) E LabpBc 
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Table 2 
Inference rules based on transition trees 













D;H ) D’; H’ 
u Y 
D - D’,H - H’ 
(Io,id)@U u(2~,fdkB~ 















Qfl ’ Nfl 
D L H, lab(U) E mult(mult(A\{a,~})) 
(1 rs .,idNW 
D rs a + Hrsa 
u, w...kJ(/k 
D -H,(lsb(U;),~i)Epsya (l<i<k) 
RSY 
{(I sy..21wli...(i sy.,~k)a~k} 
D sy a +Hsya 
will be denoted by a. We first deduce that the expression (a; b) 0 c can do an u-move, 
and thereafter a b-move and terminate, i.e., 
@;b>Uc---- (a)(b) a. b  [I c. % 
The above step sequence can be obtained in the following way: 
~ - 
(a;b)[c = (a;b)uc EC1 
E (a;b)[c ES1 
3 (a;b)uc RB RS RC 
= (u;b)uc ES2 
3 (a;@[~ RE% RS RC 
= (u;~)[]c ES3 
= (u;b)uc EC3 
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Table 3 
Inference rules based on labels 






D - D’,H - H’ 
Y+b 
RS 






DOH - D’OH’ 
Concurrent composition 
D 1’ D’,H A H’ 
p+6 
RCC 






Qfl p Wfl 







D -K(l;i,~I)~~s~n (l<i<k) 
(al . . ...4) 
D sy a )Hsya 
RSY 




where E = (((a, b) 11 (i?,;i))l( (a, c)) sy a. A detailed derivation for this is provided below: 
27 = (((u,b)ll(~,~i))ll(~,c)) SY a ESyl 
= (((~,b)ll(~i,~))ll(~,c)) SY a ECCl 
= (((a,ll~ii))ll (u,c)) SY a ECCl 
((b.4) 
- (((~,~)ll(~,~))(l(~,c)) SY a Wx3) RCC(x2) RSY -- - 
= E_ - ECC2( x 2) ESy2 
As the next example we show that x, for which the defining equation is 
K g (a; K)[ b, can first make an u-move, then a b-move and terminate, i.e., 
K (a)(b) ---K 
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?? E Mrjb ERl 
= %Ob EC1 
3 a;IiOb ERl 
= (a: K) 0 b ES1 
3 (gZi)flb 
= (alF)Ub 
RB RS RC 
ES2 
= (a;(MOb))Db ERl 
= (a;(MOb))Ob EC2 
3 (a; (Mob)) Ob RB RC(x2) RS 
= (a;(MUb))flb EC4 
= (a;I$ub ER2 
= (a: Ii) 0 b ES3 
= Mob ER2 
=MJ& EC3 
= ri ER2 
Fig. 14. A derivation for E defined by K 2 M 0 b and A4 za; K. 
We first replace the defining equation by a set of two equations, K ZM 0 b and 
A4 df a; K. Then the detailed derivation can be carried out as shown in Fig. 14. Note 
that K can make an infinite sequence of a-moves since Fig. 14 shows that 
E -? (a;K)Ob. 
The next example is similar to that discussed in [l] and shows a non-tail-end recursive 
expression not directly expressible in CCS. Fig. 15 shows that the dynamic expression 




K - _. 
Note that we first transformed the equation into the format required by the scheme 
developed in Section 5, i.e., K df M 0 a and M 2 K; a. By induction, it can be shown 
that K can do n successive a-moves, for every n. But the argument cannot be used to 
show that it can do an infinite sequence of a-moves; in fact it cannot. This may be 
contrasted with the previous example. 
As the next example, we prove by induction that the dynamic expression K, for 
which the defining equation is Kg aIlK, can do a yn-move, for every y,, = n. (a), n > 1. 
That is, we want to show that for every n 2 1 there is D, such that 
K ^/1-D,. 
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R s MlJa ERI 
= ROU EC1 
f (K;a) lla ERl 
= (R;a)Oa ES1 
= ((Mua);a)Oa ERI 
q ((MOa);u)0u EC2 
3 ((Mna);a)ua RB RC(x 2) RS 
= ((Mna);a)Oa EC4 
= (Z&a)Oa ER2 
= (Ic;qOa ES2 
3 (K;g) Oa RB RS RC 
= (Zi;a)Oa ES3 
= MDa ER2 
EM-J& EC3 
= _ &- ER2 
Fig. 15. A derivation for K defined by K gA4 0 a and M c K; a. 
In the base case, n = 1, the above follows from the following derivation: 
K z a[lK ER 
= allK ECCl 
2 al\K RB RCC 
In the induction step, one can see that D,,+, exists, in the following way. From the 
induction hypothesis it follows that there are D and D, such that K = D 3 H (note 
that the empty step move between two expressions implies structural similarity). Then 
z = a(lK ER 
= ZllK ECCl 
= iiJ(D Induction hypothesis 
(a)+?. 
- gllH RB Induction hypothesis RCC 
We now turn to the partial order semantics based on transition trees and the derived 
partial order semantics. Let E be an expression defined as ((b; a)ll(ii; c)) sy a. Fig. 16 
shows box(E) together with the transition trees which serve as the actual names of 
transitions. Note that there are four pairs of independent transition trees in the sense 
of the relation ind defined in the proof of Proposition 5.5, namely (zi,rs), (ri,rq), 
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box(F) 
‘(lsyo,b).(l,y.,a)~(lsya,ii)’ (1~~o.c) 
‘1 (lll,b) 1) (111,a) 4’ PI,,4 ” (‘4l.C) 
4’ (ls,b) ‘1 (2,,a) 4) Cl,,3 4) (2,,c) 
l b .a *ii .C 
71 72 73 74 T5 
Fig. 16. The box semantics of E=((b;a)jl(;;,c))sya. 
(~2,~s) and (72, ~4). It is possible to show that i? can generate the following two step 
sequences: 
The following is a detailed derivation for the first one: 
E f ((b; u)ll(ii; c)) sy a - ((b;a)ll(ii;) sy a 
3 ((b; u)ll(Z; c)) sy a J2 ((b; a)ll(;i; c)) sy a 
f ((b;a)ll(ii;c)) sy a 2 ((b;g)/I(ii;c)) sy a 
E ((b; a)[[(;;; C)) sy a 2 ((b;a)ll(Z c)) sy a 
z ((b; u)ll(z$ c)) sy a = ((b; a)[[(;;; c)) sy a -- 
E - E 
As a result, we obtain that E L E_ and E 5 E, where E and n’ are the following 
labelled partial orders: 
As the last example, note that K, where K g K[pid], cannot make any nonempty 
move at all, although it can make infinitely many ‘empty moves’ (but no silent move, 
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nor any other move): 
This, too, is consistent with the box semantics where box(K) is an ex box having only 
one entry place, one exit place, and no transitions. 
7. Concluding remarks 
This paper describes two groups of results. The first group shows that recursive equa- 
tions have, in general, Petri net solutions. These results have been given a fixpoint ren- 
dering. The second group gives soundness and completeness of an operational semantics 
including the recursive case. These results have been given an algebra-independent ren- 
dering, and then also a phrasing in terms of an algebra and both its step sequence and 
its partial order semantics, 
Among the directions for further research we would mention the following four 
possible extensions of the current model: 
- Multisets rather than sets could be used in the definition of the transitions of a 
refinement. As we already mentioned, such a definition would only make sense if 
we were to allow non-safe boxes. 
- The safeness of boxes in the current model could be relaxed to either n-boundedness 
or unboundedness. Note that allowing boxes to be unsafe means that the operator 
boxes need no longer be pure. 
~ Entry places could be allowed to have incoming arcs, and exit places outgoing arcs, 
provided that the cleanness ” of reachable markings remained a valid property. 
- The net refinement could be generalised by allowing the operator net Sz to contain 
tokens contributing to the marking of the result, opo(C). In such a case, the class 
of operator boxes could be extended to include a wider set of nets, for example, the 
N-box from Section 3.2. 
In addition, it may be worthwhile to explore stronger connections with general domain 
theory [3 I]. 
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itself by a nonempty step sequence, and that the terminal marking was deadlocked. 
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Appendix A: Proofs of Sections 2 and 3 
Our goal here is to prove Theorems 3.2-3.4. To this end we assume, unless stated 
otherwise, that Sz = (S, T, W, 1,0) is an n-ary operator box, 4 = (41, $2) is a factorisation 
of a marking reachable from “Sz and E E dornt is an CL?-tuple of boxes. In addition, to 
the notation introduced in Sections 2.2 and 3, we will use the following. 
(1) For every SES, *s={(u,q)(uE’sAq~C,O} and s”={(2),q)IVEs’AqEoCv}. 
(2) For every p E 30 and v E T, we define tree’(p) = I (where I $z’ Ptree) unless one 
of the following holds: 
(a) p=uaqEST&.. Then we define treel’(p) = q. 
(b) p=sa{01 aql,...,okaqk,v,++l aqk+l,...,vk+maqk+,}ESPS,,, and u=v;, for 
some id k + m. Then we define tree”(p) = qi. 
(3) co = opL?(Q. 
Note that since Q is pure there can be at most one i in (2b) such that v= vi, so 
tree’(p) is well-defined. Moreover, in (2b), (v, tree”(p)) E OS U so. 
A.I. Basic properties of net rejinement 
The first two lemmata present some useful results about CO. 
Lemma A.l. Let s ES and v, t E T (v # t). 
(1) SO n TO = 8, SO 2 bee and TO C Tt,,,. 
(2) ‘(TV,,,) C U {SPf,,w 1 s E ‘o} U ST:,, and (T”,,,)’ C: U {SP”,,, 1 s E v’} U ST&,. 
(3) SPLV is a non-empty set. 
(4) If (u,q) E OS Us’ then there is p E SP:,, such that q = tree”(p). 
(5) If q E S,\(°C, U Ci ) then v a q E ST:,,. 
(6) Ifq ES, then there is p E SO such that q= tree”(p). 
(7) If (u, q), (t, r) E OS U so then there is p E SP&,,, such that q = tree”( p) and Y = 
tree’(p). 
(8) L&j is a box. 
Proof. (1) and (2) follow directly from the definition of net refinement and Z being 
ex-directed. (3) and (4) follow from each C, being ex-restricted and the fact that s is 
not an isolated place (in the case of (3)). (5) follows directly from the definition of 
refinement. (6) follows from (4) and (5). (7) follows from each C, being ex-restricted 
and oft. 
(8) By (1 ), what we need to show is that Co is ex-restricted, ex-directed and 
T-restricted. Z. is ex-restricted by (3) and B being ex-restricted. Suppose s E “52, 
P 6 W,w t E T;,, and Wo(t, p) > 0. Then tree”(p) #_L and WJw, tree”(p)) > 0, for 
some w E trees(t). By ‘s= 0 (since 52 is ex-directed), (v,tree”(p)) EGO. Hence 
w E ‘(“C,), contradicting 1” being ex-directed. Thus ‘(“ZO) = 0. Since (Zl )’ = 0 can 
be shown in a similar way, CO is ex-directed. 
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To prove that Co is T-restricted, suppose t f Ti,,. Take any u E trees(t). Since C, 
is T-restricted, there is q E S, such that W,(q, u) > 0. By (6), there is p E So such that 
q = tree”(p). Hence p E l t. Similarly, we may show that to # 8. 0 
Lemma A.2. Let t E TV,,,, u E TEekw and V’J’), (G, G’) E {(Y.), Y.)), ((.)‘,(.)” )I. 
(1) rf v = w then F(t) n G(u) # 0 if and only if F(trees(t)) f’ G(trees(u)) # 0. 
(2) rfvfw then F(t)nG(u)#0 ifand only if 
F(trees(t))nF’(C,.)#0 and G(trees(t))nG’(C,)#a) and F(v)nG(w)#B. 
(3) F(t)nP(c,)#B if and only if 
F(v) nF’(l2) # 0 and F(trees(t))nF’(C,) # 0. 
Note: We here treat ‘(.), (.)‘, “(.) and (.)” as generic operators - the actual domain and 
codomain is determined by the context. For example, an instance of (3) is l t f! “& # 0 
if and only if .v n 22 # 0 and *trees(r) n “CL, # 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume F = G = ‘(.) and F’ = G’ = “(.). 
(1) Suppose p E l t n l U. Then, there are x E trees(t) and y E trees(u) such that W, 
(tree”( p),x) >O and w(tree”(p), y) > 0. Hence *trees(t) rl *trees(u) # 8. The re- 
verse implication holds by Lemma A.](6). 
(2) Suppose PE l t f-i%. Then there are x E trees(t) and YE trees(u) such that K. 
(tree”(p),x) > 0 and W,(tree’“(p), y) > 0. Thus, p E SP:,,, for some s E S, and 
(v, tree’( p)) E “s U so. Moreover, by ex-directedness of C,, tree’(p) $ CE . Hence 
(v, tree”(p)) E so. Similarly, (w, tree”(p)) E so. Hence the (+) implication holds. 
The reverse one follows from Lemma A.](7). 
(3) Suppose p E l t n TO. Then, from the e-labelling of p it follows that there is s E “0 
such that p E SP;I,,. Moreover, there is x E trees(t) such that K,(tree”( p), x) > 0. 
Hence, by Lemma A.](2) and s E “Sz, (v, tree”(p)) E so. Thus, the (=+) implication 
holds. The reverse one follows from Lemma A.1(4). II 
A.2. Properties of factorisations 
For every factorisation p = (~1, ~2) of a set of places of Q, we will use Mp to denote 
l PI U FL;. Moreover, for every s ES, ps will be defined as the transition v satisfying: 
vE(*,sUs*)npI or vE*snp2. If such a u does not exist, ,u~==. 
Lemma A.3. Let p = (~1, ~2) be a factorisation of a marking ME [‘3) . 
(1) IftE T and l tSM then t*nM=0. 
(2) PI n ~2 = 0 and ,D; n p; = 0 and pl E Indn. 
(3) “QLM implies ‘p, =M=“Q and p2=@. 
(4) 52” C M implies p; = M = Sz” and p1 = 0. 
(5) ,uS is weZI defined, and if ,u.~ # I then ((‘s us’) n p)\(pS} 5 S* n p2. 
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(6) Zf g = (~1, ~2) and $ = ($1, $2) are two factorisations such that M,, =M$ and 
VI C PI and ~2 C_ p2 then K = ((p~\q~) U $1, (p2\172) U $2) is a factorisation of M. 
Proof. (1) If ‘t CM and t’ nM # 0 then, since Q is simple, we can execute step {t}, 
and thus obtain a contradiction with 52 being a pure net and [“Q) being safe markings. 
(2) The first two properties follow from (1) and 52 being T-restricted. The third one 
is shown by observing that ~1 is a step enabled at M. We then use Proposition 3.1. 
(3) Since *Q is clean, “fz =M. This and Q being ex-directed and T-restricted, means 
that ~2 = 0 and ‘~1 =M. (4) can be shown in a similar way. 
(5) Part (2) and the definition of factorisation (the disjoint union condition) imply 
that there can be at most one u satisfying the definition of Pi. The second part also 
follows from the definition of factorisation and (2). 
(6) Since p,q and 11, are factorisations, fc will also be one, provided that 
Hence, since Mq =M$, it suffices to show 
But this holds since p is a factorisation and ~1 2 ,ui and ~2 C ~2. We show M = 
M,, = M, thus: 
l (Pl\?l)U’$l U(P2\i/2)’ u ICI; =(i)*(Pl\Vl)U*Vl U(C(2\q2)* Uq; =(ii) ‘PI U/J;. 
In the above, (i) holds since Mq = M$, and (ii) holds since ~1 G ~1 and 572 c ~2. 0 
After proving some basic properties of place factorisations, we may show that the 
sub-domain of dome to which E belongs, may be chosen in a special way. 
Lemma A.4. There is $ = ($, , $2) E facto such that z E domt and ~+b~ = {t 1 C, E Box “}. 
Proof. Let Z= {t 1 Ct E Boxd\Box”}, V= {t ( Ct E Box”} and U= Vn 41. By the def- 
inition of dom$ and Lemma A.3(2), 41 =Z U U and 42 = V\U. By ‘U GM@ and 
Lemma A.3(2) and 52 being simple, U is a step of transitions enabled at M =M# and 
M [U) M’, where M’ = (M\‘U) U U’. 
Define $ = (Z, V). Since q5 is a factorisation, the sets l t (for t E Z) are mutually 
disjoint, and (also due to Lemma A.3(2)), the sets t* (for t E V) are mutually disjoint. 
Suppose, l t n U* # 0, where t E Z and u E V. Then, since 4 is a factorisation, u E U. 
But this contradicts Lemma A.3(2). Hence, $ is a factorisation. We now observe that 
the following holds: 
M’ = (M\‘U) u U’ 
= ((‘(Z u U) u (V\U)‘)\‘U) u U’ 
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‘(i) ‘ZU(V\U)‘UU’ 
‘(ii) ‘Z U (V’\U’) U U’ 
‘(iii) l Z U V’. 
In the above: (i) follows from (‘ZU(V\U)‘) n’U = 8 which in turn follows from 
the definition of factorisation and Z n U = 0; (ii) follows from U’ n ( V\U)’ =0 (see 
Lemma A.3(2)); and (iii) follows from Us V. Hence $ is a factorisation of M’E [“Cl) . 
Clearly, ,E E don-$. 0 
A.3. Properties of markings 
We are now in a position to relate the marking of Ca to those of the nets in .E and 
factorisation d. 
Lemma A.5. Let PESO and YES. 
(1) MO is a safe marking, and Mo( p) is given by 
( 
M@=“(p)) ifp~ST&,, and VET 
MO(P) = M$$(tree@“(p)) ij” p E SP:,, and & # I 
0 if p E SP;f,, and & = 1. 
(2) If 1 E Mo(SP&) then c& # 1. Moreover, if 0 @Mo(SP&,~) then 
either I#I~ E l S and Z$* E Box’ 
or 4s Es’ and Z$s E Boxe. 
Proof. (1) If p E ST;,, then MO(P) = M,(tree”(p)) follows directly from the defi- 
nition of net refinement. Suppose p E SP:,, and & #I. Then, by Lemma A.3(5), 
((*~Us*)flc$)\{~,} Gs’n 42. As a result, M,(tree’(p))=O for all t E (*~U~*)\{C#J~}. 
Hence, Mo(p)=M#s(tree6J(p)). Suppose p E SP&,, and q$ = 1. Then Mt(tree’(p)) = 0 
for all t E l .s US’, and we obtain MO(P) = 0. Finally, Mo( p) E (0, 1) in all three cases 
since the markings of z are safe. 
(2) The first part follows from (1). The second part can be proved thus. By (1) and 
the first part, $s # _I_. Suppose & E l s and C,7 $! Boxn. Then, since C$s has a safe and 
clean marking, there is r E ,ZGs such that M4,(r) = 0. Hence, by Lemma A. l(4), there is 
P E SPRW such that r= treeb$p). Thus, by (l), M0(p)=M4,~(r) = 0, a contradiction. 
The case when & E so can be dealt with in a similar way. 0 
Lemma A.6 Let v E T. 
(1) IfC,EBoxe then 
MO (s~VSP~,w) =I11 and MO (STL,us~_%w) ={()I. 
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(2) If C, E BoxX then 
Moreover, if v E 41 then 
MO (lJ”SP~‘“) = (01. 
(3) MO is a clean marking. 
Proof. (1) and (2) Follow from Lemma AS( 1). Note that in (l), v= & for all 
SE’VUV’; and in (2), v= & for all s E v*. Moreover, if in (2) v E $1 then v= & 
for all s E l v. 
(3) Suppose “CO C MO. Take any s E “52. Then, by Lemma A.5(2) and Q being ex- 
directed, & E S* and C$, E Box”. The latter implies & E 4,. Hence “0 C A4+ so, by 
Lemma A.3(3), M,++ = %‘=‘$I and 42 =0. Moreover, by “Q s lJsEOQ*& 4, = {ds 1 
s E “52). This and C$Y E Boxe (for s E “Q) and Lemma A.5( 1) yields MO = “Co. The 
case Cl C MO can be dealt with similarly after assuming & = {t 1 C, E Box “} (which 
can be done by Lemma A.4), in order to be able to apply Lemma A.3(4). 0 
A.4. Properties of enabled transitions 
Lemma A.7. Let t E Ti,, be enabled at MO. 
(1) rf v # $1 then *trees(t) C “C, and Us&P&,, CM,. 
(2) C, $Z Box ‘. 
Proof. (1) Suppose q E *trees(t) I? (S,\(‘C, U CE )). By Lemmata A.1(5) and A.5( l), 
we have p=vaqEST&, and MO(P) =M,(q) = 0. This, however, contradicts ‘t c MO 
and p E ‘t. Hence *trees(t) C “C, since C, is ex-directed. 
Suppose s E *II. Since C, is T-restricted and ‘trees(t) C “C, and Lemma A.1(4) holds, 
there is p E SPS,,_,, such that p E ‘t and so MO(P) #O. Hence, by Lemma A.5(2), 
& # 1. Clearly, & # v since we assumed v $! 41 and s E l v. Suppose 0 E Mo(SP&). 
Then, by Lemma A.5( 1 ), there is q E S$,y such that Mb,“(q) = 0 and (&q) E OS u so. 
Take r E *trees(t). Then (v, r) E so and, by Lemma A. l(7), there is p’ E SPA,_ such that 
tree@A (p’) = q and tree”( p’) = r. Moreover, by Lemma A.5( 1 ), Mo( p’) = Md,(q) = 0. 
But this produces a contradiction with ‘t C A40 and p’ E l t. Hence SPiew C MO. 
(2) Suppose C, E Box ‘. If v E 41 then we obtain a contradiction between ‘t 5 MO, 
and Lemmata A.6(2) and A.1(4,5). Hence v E $2 and, by (1) and Lemma A.5(2), for 
all s E l v, & # I, and either (i) & E ‘S and ,X43 E BoxX, or (ii) & E S’ and C4,, E Box=. 
Define U={~,~s~*vAs~A4g}. Clearly, Uc&f~‘(‘v) and (by (i)) C,EBOX~, 
for u E Ii. Hence, by Lemma A.3(2), U is a step enabled at M$ leading to some mark- 
ing M. By the definition of factorisation, ‘U flu. = 0. Suppose s E ‘U rl ?I, for some 
u E U. Then U= & and (by (ii)) C, E Boxe, a contradiction with C, E Box I. Hence 
‘U n .V = 0. Consequently, ‘v CM and v* C M, contradicting Lemma A.3( 1). 0 
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Lemma A.8. Zf t ET:,,, u ETCH,,,,, v # w and {t, u} is a step enabled at A40 then 
{v, w} E Inda. 
Proof. Recall that s2 is a simple net, so it suffices to show that (*uUu.)n(*wU w* ) = 0. 
By Lemma A.4, we may assume: (i) 42 = {z 1 Z, E BoxX}. Hence, by Lemma A.7(2), 
we have: (ii) u,w $Z $2. Moreover, if u $! ~$1 then, by Lemma A.7(1), we have: (iii) 
‘trees(t) C “C, and SP &,,, C MO for all s E ‘v. This yields, by (i) and Lemma A.5(2), 
that (iv) u $! $1 implies l v C A44. We now consider three cases (note that v, w qz’ ~$2 due 
to (ii)): 
Case 1: v, w f $1. Then (8, w} f lndo follows from Lemma A.3(2). 
Case 2: v, w @ 4. Then, by (iv), ‘UC: M4 and, by symmetry, ‘WC h4+. Moreover, 
‘v n .w = 0, which follows from: Lemma A.2(2), (iii) (the first part) and its counterpart 
for w, A40 being safe and MO [{t, u}) . H ence, by Proposition 3.1, {v, w} E Indo. 
Case 3: v $I 4 and w E ~$1. Then, ‘W CM,#,, and .v CM4 (the latter by (iv)). Sup- 
pose sE%n’w. Then, by Lemma A.7(1), SP &,,,CMa. Hence, by Lemma A.5(2) and 
w E 41, we have & = w and .Z, E Box e. We then observe that by ‘1.4 C Ma, Lemma A.5( 1) 
and A.1(5), we have l trees(U)C’C,. Hence, by Lemma A.2(2) and (iii) (the first 
part), we obtain l t fl l U # 8, a contradiction with MO being safe and MO [{t, u}) . Hence, 
l U n ‘W = 0 and we obtain {v, w} E lndn by Proposition 3.1. 0 
Lemma A.9. Let u E $ and t E Ti,,. 
(I ) t is enabled at A40 if and only $ trees(t) is a step enabled at M,. Moreover. if 
t is enabled at MO then trees(t) E Indz, and {t} E IndzO. 
(2) If opo(Z) [{t}) C and C, [trees(t)) 0, then 0 E damn and C = op,(O), where 
O,+, = C, for all w # v. 
Proof. (1) Suppose t is enabled at MO. By Lemma A.7(2): 
(i) UE$I and &=v, for all SE*VUV*. 
Suppose UE trees(t) and qE l U. By Lemma A.1(2,6), there is PE l t such that 
q = tree”(p) and p E ST,& U {SP;,, 1 s E ‘v}. Hence, since MO is safe and t is en- 
abled: (ii) W,(q, u) d Wo(p, t)dMo(p) = 1. For the same reasons, if w f trees(t) and 
w # u then W,(q, w)+WO(q, u) < 1. Hence, (iii) l w n ‘U = 0. We then observe that, by 
Lemma A.5(1) and (i) and ‘tGM0, Mo(p)=M,(q)=l. Hence ‘trees(t)CM, which, 
together with (ii) and (iii), means that trees(t) is a step enabled at M,. As a result, 
by Proposition 3.1, trees(t) E Indz,.. This and the definition of WO yields {t} E Indz,. 
Suppose now that trees(t) is enabled at MO. Then, by Proposition 3.1, trees(t)E 
1nd.g and so, by the definition of We, {t} E Ind x0. Hence, to show that t is enabled at MO 
it suffices to prove that l t C MO. From C, being ex-directed it follows Z‘, $ Box ‘. Hence 
(i) holds again. Suppose p E l t. Then, by (i) and Lemma A.5(1), tree’(p) E ‘trees(t) 
and MO(P) =M,(tree”(p)). Hence, since trees(t) is enabled at M,, MO(P) = 1. 
(2) We first observe that C, $ Box ‘, hence (i) holds again. By VE 41, 0 E domi 
To prove C = opo(0) it suffices to show Ml(p) = Ml(p), for every p E SO, where MI 
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and M2 are, respectively the markings of ,Z and opo(0). Suppose 
p$R=ST&,,u u SP;,,. 
sE*vUv* 
Then Mt (p) = M*(p) follows from Lemmata A. l(2) and AS( 1). If p E R then the 
thesis follows from (i), the second part of (1 ), Lemma AS( 1) and 
p E l t H tree’(p) n ‘trees(r) # 0 
and 
p E t* H tree”(p) n trees(t)* # 0. 0 
Lemma A.lO. 1fopo(Z) [U) C and(S2: Z)-%(Q: 0) then &doma and opo(O)=C. 
Proof (By induction on / UI ). The base case with 1 UI = 0 is obvious. In the induction 
step, suppose t E U and V = U\{ t}. We have opo(Z) [{t}) C’ [V) E and (52 : Z) 3 
(52 : r). From Lemma A.9(2) it follows that r E doma and opo(r) = C’. Moreover, 
since the formula for the move of C, in the definition of -!% employs a disjoint union 
of independent steps, we have (Q : r) 2 (52 : 0). Thus, by applying the induction 
hypothesis for l’ and r, we get 0 E dome and opo(0) = C. 0 
Lemma A.11. If Z ~-5) 0 then 0 E damn and opo(Z) = opo(0). 
Proof. Let q = (~1, ~2) and $ = ($t,~+Gz) be two disjoint factorisations from the defini- 
tion of -0. By Lemma A.4, we may assume that C#Q = {t 1 CI E BoxX}. Hence n1 C qfq 
and 112 C $2. Let 1~=((~1\~1)U~,,(~,\r2)U~2). By Lemma A.3(6), K is a factori- 
sation of h4$ and, clearly, 0 E dom& We have [opo(Z)] = Lop&@)], so in order to 
prove opo(Z) = opo(O), we only need to show MO =Mi, where Ml is the marking of 
opo(0). By Lemma A.5( 1) and Z -_SZ 0, if p E ST&,,, (for u E T) or p E SP,&w (for 
s E S satisfying q& = IC,), then Mo( p) = MI(p). 
Define R = ‘~1 U q; = ‘$1 U II/;, and suppose that s E S and p E SP:,,, where C#J~ # IC,. 
By Lemma A.5( 1) and Z =o 0, we have 
(i) seR=+-Mo(p)=Ml(p)=l. 
(ii) (s$RA#I,E~)+Mo(~)=O. 
(iii) (s $!R A IC, E F) + Ml(p) = 0. 
Suppose c#J~#I=~c~. Then Ml(p)=0 (by Lemma A.5(1)) and &~f and s#R. Hence, 
by (ii), Mo(p)=O. The case q&= l#q is symmetric. Suppose I#&#q # 1. Then 
& E rj and rc, E 4. Ifs f R then, by (i), Ma(p) = MI (p) = 1. Otherwise, Mo( p) = MI (p) 
=O, by (ii) and (iii). 0 
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A.5. Proofs of three compositionality theorems 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. First note that 0 E domt since if C, E Box’ then 0, = C, as 
no move is possible for Zv. Suppose that U is the union of sets U,, for v E T, such 
that Uv={u~,..., z&} and C, [K) O,, where V, = trees(ut) k~ . . . k~ trees($). From 
Proposition 3.1 it follows that V, E Indz,, for v E T. Since V, is the disjoint union, 
by Lemma A.2( 1) and the definition of net refinement, we obtain U, E Indx, for ev- 
ery v E T. Suppose {z& $,} #lnd z,, for some vfw. Then, by Lemma A.2(2), there 
is s E S such that v, w E l S U 9. On the other hand, since V, and V, are non-empty 
enabled steps, C,, C, E Box d\Bo~ x. Hence v, w E 4, and we obtain a contradiction 
with Lemma A.3(2). Hence, {&,~~} E Indx,, which, together with U, E Indx,,, for all 
v, and U being finite, yields U E Indz,. Moreover, by Lemma A.9( l), ‘U C MO. Hence, 
U is a step enabled at MO and by Lemma A. 10 we obtain op,(Z) [U) opa(8)_ q 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Define the following sets of transitions of Sz: 
V” = {v(U~ITV,,,.,,#~AC,EBOX”} 
Y’ = {v~U~~T~,,#~A&#BOX~) 
V2 = {v 1 Z, E Box’} 
V3 = {v~U~~TV,,,=~AC,EBOX~} 
V4 = {vIUnT;,,= ~AC,@BOX~UBOX~UBOXX}. 
The five sets are mutually disjoint (V’ n V2 = 0 follows from Lemma A.7(2)). More- 
over, by Lemmata A.4 and A.7(2), we may assume that: 
(i) 4, = V’ U V3 U V4 and d2 = V2 
and Zv @Box” for VE V’. 
Let V’ = V” U V’ U V4. We will show that there are K = (ICI, ~2) and 0 such that 
C -_R 0 and V’ C JCI and 0 E domE. 
We first show .V’ C I%&. Clearly, l V’ U l V4 C AQ. Suppose v E V” and s E ‘v. By 
Lemma A.7( 1 ), SP’ new CA&. Hence, by Lemma A.5(2) and (i), there is w such that 
w~(‘sn~,)u(~*n&). Thus M+(s)= 1. 
We next prove V’G Inda. By Lemma A.8, V” U V’ E Inda, and by (i) and 
Lemma A.3(2), V’ U V4 C Inda. Let t E V” and u E V4. Suppose s E l t n l U. Then, by 
Lemma A.7( 1 ), SP i,,, C MO. Hence, by (i) and Lemma A.5(2), C, E Box=, a contra- 
diction. Hence l t n ‘U = 8. Thus, by ’ V’ C IQ, and Proposition 3.1, {t, u} E Inda. As 
a result, Y’ f Inda. Hence since Q is factorisable, there is a factorisation K = (KI,Q) 
such that V’ c JC~ and kt, = A$,. From the definition of factorisation and IV, = M$ it 
follows that 
4 = (m,v2) = (41\(4 l wM2\(42n~2)) = (~Q\w#J~\K~) 
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and 
IL = (tilr$2) = (ICl\(~lnIcl),IC2\(~2nK2)) = (Kl\h,K2\42) 
are factorisations of the same set of place_s. We-further observe that KI f? 42 = ~2 n #I 
=0, by Lemma A.3(1), so a=$\- K and $ = K’\+. In particular, this implies q fl 6 = 0, 
so q and $ are disjoint factorisations. Define 0 by LO] = [Z] and 0, = C, for u @ $ U Fj 
and 
Q$, C Boxe 
O,/,* c BoxX 
and 
We have the following: if u E ~1 then (by V’ C ICY) u E V3, so C, E Boxe; if u E ~2 
then v E V2, so C, E BoxX; and if v E $ then v E E\&, so C, E Box’. Hence Z -_SZ 0 
and so, by Lemma A.ll, 0 E doma and op,(Z) = opo(0). For every v E V, U VI, let 
U, = U n TV,,,. Since each U, is a step, by Lemma A.2( 1) 
V, = U trees(t) = l+J trees(t) E Indz:,. 
rclJ, EU” 
Moreover, by Lemma A.9(1), V, is enabled at 0,. Hence (52: 0) --% (Q: r) for some 
r, which, by Lemma A.10, yields r E domn and op,(T) = C. El 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. In view of Lemmata A.l(8), AS( 1) and A.6(3), to prove that 
all markings reachable from Mo are safe and clean, it suffices to show that if U is 
a step such that opo(Z) [U) C then there is 0 E dome satisfying C = opo(O), which 
holds by Theorem 3.3 and Lemma A.1 1. Note that we still need to show that lopo(Z)J 
is a static box, but this follows from the considerations below. 0 
For all three theorems we still need to consider the case when Z E (BoxS)“. Clearly, 
for Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, the thesis trivially holds since all the nets involved have 
empty markings. For Theorem 3.4 we proceed thus: 
We need to show that all markings reachable from the initial marking of opo(Z) are 
safe and clean. We first observe that, since Q is an operator box, there is a factorisation 
b=(&,&) of ‘X? and, by Lemma A.3(3), 42 = 8. Let 8 be such that 0, =% for 
t t 41, and 0, = Ct otherwise. Clearly, 0 E don$, and, by Lemma A.6( 1) and ‘r$i = “52, 
we have opo(0) = opo(Z). We now can apply the part of the theorem which we have 
already shown to hold. 
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Appendix B: Proofs of Section 4 
B. 1. Properties of the limit construction 
We first formulate an auxiliary lemma. 
Lemma B.l. Let x = (&, Cl,. .) be u chain in BoxreC, and C and 0 be boxes in 
BOXrec. 
(I ) Zf C C 1 x is a finite box then there is k > 0 such that C 5 Ck. 
(2) Suppose that C L 0 and 0 [a) @ and all the transitions occurring in step sequence 
o belong to C. Then r [a) Y, for some Y. Moreover, My(s) =MG(s) jbr each 
place s in C. 
Proof. (1) For every place or transition of C there is Ci in x which contains it. Define 
k as the maximum of all such i. 
(2) Directly by the definitions of inclusion order and step sequence semantics. q 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let x = (&, Cl,. . .). It is clear that C = u x is a box. What we 
need to show is that if z [a) 0 then n/r, is a safe and clean marking. To the contrary, 
suppose that Me(s) > 1. Let U be the set of transitions occurring in the step sequence a. 
Since {s} U U is a finite set, there is a finite box Y CC such that {s} U U belong 
to Y. Hence, by Lemma B.l, there is k > 0 such that zk [a) @ and M&s) = Mv(s) > 1. 
This, however, contradicts ck being a static box. Suppose now that Mo is not clean. 
Then, since C is ex-directed and T-restricted and safe, C” C A40 and MO(S) > 0, for 
some s 61 C” . By proceeding as before, we can obtain a contradiction with the fact that 
all markings reachable from the markings ‘zk are clean. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. That F is monotonic follows directly from the definition of 
the net refinement and the inclusion order. To show that it is also continuous, sup- 
pose x = (Co, Cl,. . .) is a chain in Boxrec. Let C = u x and 0 = u(F(C’), F(C1 ), . . .). 
We need to show that 0 = F(C). 
Since C’ 5 C and F is monotonic, F(C’) & F(C), for all i 3 0, and thus 0 & F(C). 
To show the reverse inclusion, we first observe that the set of transitions of F(C) is 
included in 0. Indeed, if (v, a) a Q E TF(z.) then there are only finitely many transitions 
in Q, and hence there is i 20 such that all the transitions in Q belong to C’. As a 
result, (&a) a Q E TF(z’) and thus TF(z) C To. To demonstrate that a similar inclusion 
holds for the sets of places we observe that to define any p E SF(z) we only need finitely 
many places and therefore there is i30 such that all these places belong to C’ and 
hence p E &(z!). Thus SF(z) C So. Clearly, the labels and markings of the transitions 
and places common to F(C) and 0 are the same. Showing that the weight functions are 
also consistent is straightforward. Suppose that u E TF(z) and p E &(I). Then, from what 
we have already proved, it follows that there is i >,O such that u E TF(~,) and p E &(x8). 
Let A and B denote the sets of transition and place trees of C and C’ which have been 
used to construct, respectively, u and p. By the definition of net refinement, these sets 
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are exactly the same in the case of both Z and Z’. Hence, OF = wF(pi)(p,U) 
and &(r)(U, p) = I+zz)(U, p) which follows directly from the way the weight function 
is calculated in the definition of net refinement. Thus wF(z) C We. 0 
We now prove that all solutions of Eq. (4) have the same sets of transitions, and that 
the inclusion order 5 on the set of all possible solutions is equivalent to the ordering 
resulting from the ordinary set inclusion on their entry and exit places. 
Lemma B.2. Let Z and 0 be solutions of Eq. (4). 
(1) The sets of transitions of C and 0 are the same. 
(2) The following are equivalent: 
(a) “C G “0 and C” C 0”) 
(b) C C 0. 
Proof. Let C = (SO, TO, WO, 10) and 0 = (Si, Ti, IV,, 1,). 
(1) Suppose TO e T,. Then, by C = opo(d”), there is t = (v, a) a Q which is a small- 
est transition tree in To\Tl (we can assume that t exists since all transition trees 
are finite). If A, is a box then Q is a set of transitions of A, and, since A: = A: 
and 0 = opo(d@), we have t E T,, leading to a contradiction. If A, =X then Q C TO. 
If Q C Tl then, by 0 = opa(A”) and A: = 0, t E Tl contradicting the choice of t. 
Hence, there is u E Q such that u $! TI . Moreover, u is a proper sub-tree of t, which pro- 
duces a contradiction with the minimality of t. Hence TO C Tl. By symmetry, TI C TO. 
Thus To = T,. 
(2) Since the (a)+(b) implication is obvious, we only prove that (a)+(b) holds. 
We first show that the places of C are also places of 0. Since every place is a tree of 
the form tl a ..I atkaz, where tl , . . . , tk E T,,r and r is a tree with the root labelled 
with a primitive name in Proot (see Section 2.2.2), we can proceed by induction on k. 
For k = 0, we have p = z. Thus, by the definition of net refinement and C = op,(A’), 
p is as in the part (b) of the definition of net refnement in Section 2.2.5. Since we have 
“(At) C “(A:) and (At)” &(A:)“, for all v E To, p is also a place in opn(A”)= 0 
with the same label as in C (i.e., In(s)). The induction step for k>O is similar to that 
made for transitions as in part (1). And so is the proof that IV0 G Wi . q 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. (1) Follows from Lemma B.2(2) and C being a partial order. 
(2) Clearly, Co is a static box. Moreover, by C = F(C), 
~(p)=~(p)= . . . =“C 
and 
(~0)~ +p)” = . . . =,p. 
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Hence Z” E C’ and Co is a seed box. What is more, 
“(uchain(Z’)) = “C and (Uchain(Z’))” = C”. 
Hence, by Lemma B.2(2), u chain(Z’) = C. 0 
B.2. Properties of seed boxes 
We first show that (10) is sufficient to characterise all seed boxes. 
Lemma B.3. Let Co be as in (8). Then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) Co is a seed box. 
(2) The sets Pe and Px are non-empty and satisfy (10). 
Proof. If Co 5 C’ = F(C”) then, by the definition of C, “(CO) & “(Z’ ) and (CO)’ C (C’ )” . 
Hence, by the definition of net refinement, P, C f,(P,) and Px GfX(Px). The reverse 
implication holds by the definition of net refinement. 0 
Lemma B.4. The functions fe and fx dejined by (9) are monotonic and continuous. 
Proof. We only show that the result holds for fe, the other case being symmetric. 
Monotonicity follows directly from the definition of fe and the fact that U and a (in 
the second argument) are monotonic in the domain (2ptree, C). To show f, is continuous, 
let Pa C PI C . . . be a chain in (2Ptree, 2). The inclusion 





Since there are only finitely many trees pf in the definition of p, from the definition of 
chain it follows that there is m 3 1 such that each pf belongs either to P, (if A”; =X), 
or to t! =“(A,,) (if A,/ is a box). Hence p~f,(P,,,). 0 
We finally formulate and prove three properties of fixpoints of the two functions, fe 
and fx, defined by (9). The lemma is formulated for fe, and the results for fX follow 
by symmetry. 
Lemma B.5. The following are satisfied: 
(1) min, is a countable set. 
(2) min, contains only jinite place trees if the place trees appearing in the nets of 
A in (4) are finite. 
(3) max, is a non-empty set. 
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Proof. (1) and (2) Define PO = 8 and P. r+l = fe(&) for i>O. As f, is continuous, 
min, = Uy=, 8. If every box in the recursive equation contains only finite place trees, 
so does min,. Moreover, min, is countable because it is the countable union of finite 
sets. 
(3) Construct spine, as in Construction 4.6. Then {spine,} Cf,({spine,}). Hence 
spine, E max,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.8 In the guarded case, both f, and fx are constant functions. 
Hence, if C and 0 are two solutions of (4) then “C = “0 and Z” = 0”. Thus, by 
Theorem 4.5(l), C = 0. 0 
Appendix C: Proofs of Section 5 
C. 1. Static properties of the box(.) mapping 
Lemma C.l. (1) box(Expr”) C Box”, for 6 E {s,d,e,x}. 
(2) box(Domn) G damn and box(Domt) C dam: for all ,u E factn. 
Proof. (1) For Expr” the result follows from Theorem 3.4 and box(LabUvar) C BoxS. 
For ExpP, Exp? and Exprd we proceed by induction on the structure of a dynamic 
expression H. The base case is H = E or H = L?, where E E Expr”. We only deal with 
the former case. Then, it follows from the definition of the syntax, that H $T’ Expr”. ~ - 
Moreover, by box(Expr”) C BoxS, box(H) = box(E) E BoxS = Boxe & Boxd. In the in- 
duction step, we take H = op,(D) and consider three cases. If HE Expre then, by 
applying the induction hypothesis to the components of D and using lemmata A.3(3) 
and A.5( l), one can see that box(H) E Boxe C Boxd. The case H E Expr” is similar. 
Suppose now that DE Domi is as in (iv) of the syntax. By applying the induc- 
tion hypothesis to the components of D, one can see that box(D) E domk. Hence 
box(H) E Boxd, by Theorem 3.4. 
(2) Follows directly from (1). 0 
The inclusions in the last lemma can be reversed. 
Lemma C.2. (1) box-‘(Box”) C Expr”, for 6 E {s,d,e,x}. 
(2) box-‘(domQ) C Damn and box-‘(dam:) C. Domi, for all ,u E facta. 
Proof. (1) For BoxS and Boxd the result follows from Lemma C.l( 1) and BoxS n 
Boxd = 0. For Boxe, it can be proved by induction on the structure of a dynamic expres- 
sion H for which we assume box(H) E Boxe. The base case is H =E or H = &, where 
E E Expr’. The latter is clearly impossible (since box(E) E BoxX), and in the former 
HE ExpP. In the inductive step, suppose H = opo(D). Then, by proceeding as in the 
proof of Lemma A.6(3), one can show that D E Domg”‘2), where “0 = ‘$1, 42 = 0 and 
box(D4, ) c Boxe. By the induction hypothesis, D4, 5 ExpP. Hence op&D) E Expr’. 
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For BoxI the proof is similar. 
(2) Follows from (I). Cl 
C.2. Similarity relations on boxes and expressions are compatible 
The first result clarifies the relationship between two equivalence notions defined 
for process expressions, namely the structural similarity relation, and the semantical 
equivalence induced by the box mapping. Below we use the notation E[pl, for an 
SZ-tuple E of expressions in Expr”’ and a factorisation p = (~1, ~2) of a set of places 
in Q, in the same way as it was used for S2-tuples of variables in the definitions of 
equations (El)-(E3), i.e., Elpl is E with each E,, changed to z, for v E ~1, and each 
E, changed to 5, for v E ~2, 
Lemma C.3. If D is a process expression and D = H then H is a process expression 
such that box(D) = box(H). 
Proof. If D is a static expression then D = H and there is nothing to prove, so we 
assume that D E Exprd. We first observe that if D crec H or H qeC D then the lemma 
holds, which follows from Lemma C.l( 1) and box(K) = opo( box(L)), for every defin- 
ing equation K df opo(L). We next show that the result holds if D -_OP H or H qp D. 
Suppose ,u = (~1, ~2) is a factorisation of “52 and, by equation (El), 
D = opn(E> =op opQ( ErP' ) = H. 
Since DE Exprd, we have E C ExprS, and so E[pI E Domk. Hence D,H E Expre. More- 
over, 1Dj = LH]. Thus, by Lemma C.l( 1 ), box(D) = box(H). Suppose now that, by 
Eq. (El ), 
H = opn(E) =op opo(E@‘) = D. 
Since D E Exprd, there is [ = (ii, [2) E facto such that E[pl E Dam;. Since EL” 9 Box’U 
BoxX, for v E ,ui, we have ~1 C (1. Thus, by Lemma A.3(3), pi= ii and ,u2 = 12 = 0. 
Hence EC Expr” and we can proceed as before. 
If K is a factorisation of Q”, as in Eq. (E2), we proceed similarly as above. Consider 
now Eq. (E3) and assume that 
D = opo(E’S’) sop op,(Ertil) = H 
where r~ = (r,rr ,112) and tj = ($1, $2). (Note that this case is symmetric since q and IC can 
be interchanged.) From Lemma C.1(2) it follows that box(E[“l)E doma. Hence, by 
Lemma A.4, there is [ = (ii, 12) E facto such that box(Elq]) E dam; and 12 = {v 1 box 
(ELq’) E BoxX}. Thus, by Lemma C.2, EC’11 E DomL and 12 = {v 1 Eiql E Exp?}. This 
and E,- C Exp? (follows from EL”1 E Damn) yields y11 &ii and ~2 C 12. Thus, by 
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Lemma A.3(6), 
is a factorisation of the same set of places as [. Suppose w E $1 n c Then, since /I 
is a factorisation and q n # = 0, w E {I. But this contradicts the definition of factori- 
sation (for i) and ‘vi U $ = ‘I)~ u II/;._ Hence $1 n (I = 8. One can show in a similar 
way that $2 n r= 0, so we have 7 n [=0. As a result, ET’ ExprS and E,- G ExprS. 
Hence 
E[d U E[$’ C Expre VI $1 - 
and 
E[ql U ET1 C Exp?. q2 2 
Moreover, since 6 n q= 0, E.!$ 5 Expr’ and, by Ei & ExprS, Ek$] G Expr’. Finally, it 
is clear that EL”] and E[$l are the same for all elements indexed by u $ q U p. Thus, by 
Lemma C.l(l), box(EIql) so box(E[$]). Hence, by Lemma A.ll, box(E[$])Edoma 
and 
opn(box(ELgl)) = opa(box(E’il)). 
Thus, by Lemma C.2(2) and the definition of box, E[$] E Doma and 
box(D) = box(opQ(Erql)) = box(opQ(ErJI1)) = box(H). 
To summarise, we have shown that if a pair (D,H) belongs to the relation 
and DE Expr’, for 6 E {qd}, then HE Expr’ and box(D) = box(H). Moreover, we 
can extend this to 6 E {e,x}. Indeed, this follows immediately from box(D) = box(H) 
and Lemmata C. I( 1) and C.2( 1). 
Then the result follows by simple induction on the size of a derivation tree for 
D E H, using Lemmata C.l and C.2. 0 
The next result is a partial converse of the last lemma. 
Lemma C.4. Let D be a dynamic expression. 
(1) If box(D) E Boxe then D s 101. 
(2) If box(D) E BoxX then D = ID]. 
Proof. We only prove (I), by induction on the structure of D. The base case D = [Dj is 
obvious (note that D = LD] can be rejected by Lemma C.2( 1)). Suppose D = opa(D). 
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By Lemma C.2( l), DE ExpP. Hence there is a factorisation p = (h_11,0) of “52 such that 
D,, C Expre and D\D,, C Exp?. By the induction hypothesis, D, = \D”J for u E ~1. 
Hence, D E opo(F), where Fv = lDUJ if v E ~1 and F, = D, E Exp? otherwise. Thus, 
by Eq. (El), 
op,(D) = own SOP OPQ( lF1> = W 
We can also clarify the relationship between Z_SZ and z. 
Lemma C.5. Let opo(D) be a dynamic expression and Z be an Cl-tuple of boxes 
such that box(D) -_D Z. Then there is F E Dome such that box(F) = Z and op,(D) = 
o~ci(F). 
Proof. From DE Doma and Lemma C.1(2) it follows that O= box(D) E doma. Hence, 
there is a factorisation n = (~1, ~2) E facto such that 0 E dam:. Moreover, by Lemma 
A.4, we may assume ~2 = {V 1 0, E BoxX}. From 0 -_SZ Z it follows that there are fac- 
torisations, q = (~1, ~2) ar-$ $ = ($1, $2) of the same set of places such that 101 = LX], 
and O,=C, for u$i!fjUt+h, and 
O,, U &, & Boxe, O,, U Z,J,, C Box’ and 0; U ZC, & BoxS. (*I 
We first observe that, by the choice of p, ~1 C ~1 and 12 C ~2, so rl and + are factorisa- 
tions of a set of places included in a marking reachable from “52. We also observe that, 
by Lemma A.3( 1) and the fact that r~ and + are factorisations of the same set of places, 
~1 f’$2 = 0 = ~2 n$i. Hence, the above also holds for ‘1 redefined as (y~i\$i, q2\$2) and 
+ as ($1\~1,+2\n2). A s a result, we may assume that rl and $ are disjoint factorisations, 
which makes them satisfy the conditions in the formulation of Eq. (E3). 
Define an SZ-tuple of expressions E by E, = D,, for v $Z 6, and E, = lD”J, for v E f. 
Then D, = ELql, for all D E TQ, which follows from Lemma C.4 and (*). Define 
F = El$l. Then, by Eq. (E3), 
op&D) = opo(EI’ll) -_OP o~@~‘) = ~P,W 
Hence, by Lemma C.3, F E Doma. Moreover, C = box(F) follows from (*). 0 
C.3. Proofs of soundness and completeness of operational semantics 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. If U =0 then D F H. Hence, the thesis holds by Lemma 
C.3. If U # 0 then we proceed by induction on the structure of D. Suppose D = i?, for 
some E E Exp?. Then E = a, for some a E Lab, and the thesis obviously holds. The 
case D =E_, for some E E Exp?, can be excluded since no non-empty move is then 
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possible. Suppose 
D = opo(D) 5 opo(H) = H. 
Then, by the induction hypothesis and the U = 0 case, 
(Sz : box(D)) L (S-2 : box(H)). 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, box(H) E dome and 
wdbox(D)) W) opdbox(W>. 
Moreover, by Lemma C.2(2), HE Doma, so H is a dynamic expression. Thus 
box(D)= opo(box(D)) [U) opo(box(H)) = box(H). 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. By the inaction rule, it suffices to show D = H 5 J. If 
U = 0 then the thesis holds with D = H = J. If U # 0 then we proceed by induction on 
the maximal height h of the transition trees ” in U (this is possible since U is a finite 
set of finite trees). We first observe that one can ignore the case when D = l?, for some 
E E ExpC, since then box(D) E BoxI and no non-empty step is enabled. Similarly, one 
can ignore the case when D = i?, for some E E Exp? \ Lab. Indeed, we can always use 
Eq. (El ) for the initial marking, the relation --ret , the fact that “52 has at least one 
factorisation, and Lemma C.3 to transform D into another expression D’ of the form 
opo(D) and satisfying D = D’ and box(D) = box(D’). 
Suppose h = 1. Then, by the above observation, we may assume D = 5, for a E Lab, 
and the result holds with D = H and J = g. Suppose h > 1. Then, again by the ob- 
servation we made, we may assume D= op,(D). Hence opo(box(D)) [U) C. From 
Theorem 3.3 it follows that there are 0, r E doma such that box(D) -_SZ 0 and Z = 
op~(U and 
(52:O) J+ (i-2::). 
From Lemma C.5 it follows that there is FE Damn such that box(F)=@ and opo(D) 
= op,(F). Suppose U = UuET U,, where U, are transitions in TU,,, (see the definition 
of net refinement with box(D) playing the role of Z). Let D be a transition in f2 and 
&={u,,..., uk} (k30). We have 
0, [trees(ul ) U . . . kkJ trees(uk)) C, 
so, by the induction hypothesis (recall that all transition trees have finite height) 
and the U = 0 case, there are process expressions H, and G, such that box(G,) = ~ 
‘*The height of a tree is defined as the number of nodes on the longest directed path from the root to a 
leaf node. 
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and 
Hence we have 
OP,@) = opa(F) = op,(W -% opo(G) 
and (by Lemma C.3 and Theorem 5.1) opo(H) and op,(G) are process expressions 
and box(op,(G)) = op,(T) = C, which completes the proof. 0 
C.4. Independence relation is compositional 
Proposition 5.5 We prove a stronger result. Namely, we will also show that there 
are two sets of transition trees in Proc tree, in and out, such that for every process 
expression D and every transition t in box(D) the following hold: 
‘tfl”box(D)#0 * tEin 
and 
to n box(D)” # 0 M t E out. 
Define ind C Proctree x Proctree and in, out C Proctree as the smallest sets satisfying the 
following two conditions: 
(1) For every a E Lab, t E in and t E out, where t is the only transition in box(a). 
(2) For every operator box 52 E OP, the following hold (below (v,a)a Q etc are tran- 
sition trees in Proctree, and v,w are transitions in 52): 
(a) If ‘vn%#0 and Qnin #0 then (u,a)aQEin. 
(b) If v* n 52” # 0 and Q n out # 0 then (v,a) a Q E out. 
(c) If v # w and none of the following holds: 
l vn’w#0 A Qnin#0 A Rninf0 
‘vndf0 A Qninf0 A Rnoutf0 
v’n’wf0 A Qnout#0 A Rninf0 
v’nw’#fI A Qnoutf0 A Rnoutf0 
then ((v,a)aQ,(w,b)aR)Eind. 
(d) If Q x RCind then ((v,a)aQ,(u,b)aR)Eind. 
Using Lemma A.2 and induction on the height of transition trees, one can show that ind, 
in and out satisfy the required properties. Note that the assumption that the operator 
boxes in OP have disjoint sets of transitions is needed to guarantee the correctness 
of the definition of ind, in and out, by providing a unique association of (v,a)a Q 
with Sz. q 
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